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Abstract 

Interactions which violate the conservation of baryon and lepcon 
number represent an intrinsic pare of all grand unified theories (CUTa) 
of strong and electroweak interactions. These new interactions -
predicted within the framework of GUTs - generate B and L violating 
four-fermion interactions via the exchange of superheavy particles 
which cannot be ascribed a well-defined baryon or lepton mother. The 
effective coupling constant of these four-tension interactions night be 
large enough to sake the proton decay detectable by Che present generation 
of experiments. 

In this review the t-isic concepts of conventional as veil as super-
symmetric CUTs relevant for proton decay are sketched. The baryon number 
violating sector of grand unified theories is discussed in «ore detail. 
Special emphasis is laid on the various selection rules arising as 
consequences of low-energy gauge invariance and super syvate cry for proton 
decay. These selection rules already determine the roar*.- pattern of the 
resulting decay modes and branching ratios without any reference to or 
detailed knowledge of the underlying grand unified theory. Finally the 
numerous theoretical predictions are summarized and confronted witb 
experiment. 
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I. Introduction 

Grand unified theories (GUTs) of strong and electroweak interactions 
attempt an unified view of the combination of quantum chromodynaaics with 
the Glashow-Salam-Ueinberg model represented by the standard model 
SU(3)_ «SU(2), * U 0 ) v . The most spectacular prediction leading beyond the 
standard model in all GUTs - and perhaps the only one to be confronted 
with experiment - is without doubt the instability of the proton (1.21]. 
In theories of that kind baryon number is no absolutely conserved quantity. 
Gauge interactions and Yukawa couplings explicitly violate the conservation 
of baryon number. As a consequence of this protons ax well as bound 
neutrons decay into leptons and mesons with a mean lifetime T„ of the 

29*2 order of magnitude of [1.32,1.35] T K 3» 10 yr, violating thereby 
the conservation of baryon and lepton number. The only exception to this 
is a somewhat unnatural construction of the grand unified model - like 
an accidental or artificially enforced unbroken global symmetry, very 
restrictive assumptions on Che form of the fermionic mixing matrices, i.e 
in fact on the form of the Yukawa coupling matrices, or a special choice 
of the particle assignment in the representations of the gauge group -
which would guarantee proton stability [4.1 - 4.7]. 

Crand unified theories predict in their conventional form [I.J - I 36] 
as well as in their supersymmetric extension (3.1 - 3.7] obtained by 
connection with the idea of supersymnetry (21 - 2.32] the existence of 
extremely weak, B and L violating, effective four-fermion interactions 

leff X G C q q q ° ( , , , ) 

of three quarks q and a lepton t. The strength of the effect ive four-

fermion coupling constant G is determined by the characteristic suss 

scale my of rhe GUT gauge group, G • 0( (—)") , n > I. These four-feroion 

vertices are able to induce nut 1 eon decay via the three valence-quark 

interaction mechanisms shown in Fig. I: 

(I) Two-quark annihilation (Fig. I .a ) : Two quarks q scatter into an 
c c 

anti-quark q and an anti-lepton t , 
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q • q • « C • t' . (1.2) 

The third valence quark ("spectator quark") does not participate in the 
B and L violating interaction, but recoabincs afterwards with the anti-
quark q c to a aceonic final state. 

(2) Three-quark fusion (Pig. Kb): After preceding emission of • 
a*son a virtual three-quark state fuses to en enti-leptoo t , 

q e q * q * t C . (1.3) 

(3) Quark decay (Fig. l.c): One of the three valence quarks in che 
interior of the nucleon decays into two anti-quarks q c and an anti-lepton 

q * q C • q C • l C , (1.4) 

However, the available phase space for this process is relatively saall 
since in contrast to the reactions \..2) and (1.3) the final state for 
the decay (I.*) has to consist of at least two aesons. 

Essentially two classes of uncertainties enter in the theoretical 
investigation of B violating nucleon decay [5.1 - 5.59, 6.1 - 6.17], i.e. 
in the estiaation of the nucleon lifetiae T„ end in the calculation of 
the various branching ratios. Interestingly enough these two aain un
certainties cannot be escribed to our without any further experiaental 
inforaation very speculative ideas about grand unified theories in general 
and in particular about the origin of haryon nuaber non-conservation, 
but can be traced back to our unfortunately still incomplete knowledge 
of strong interactions which cannot be regarded as understood without • 
satisfactory explanation of the confinement of colour non-singlets to 
colour singlets: 

(e) The strength of the effective B and L violating interactions 
(I.I) is peraaetrized by rhe four-feraion coupling constant C the Magni
tude of which »• deterained by th* GUT aa»s scale DL . The CUT aass a_ in 
turn is very sensitive to the exact value of the coupling constant a. of 
the gauge group Sl)(3)r of QCD at typical hadronic energies M - 0(1 CeV). 
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The aagnitode of the running coupling constant o_(Q2) depends on th« 
•omentum transfer Q* and is usually expressed in tens of the - in higher 
orders of perturbation theory renoraalization prescription dependent -
QCD scale paraaeter A. This paraaeter A is defined in lowest order of 
perturbation expansion for n generations of light fanions by 

a { Q2) . 12» . (,. 5 ) 
J <33-4n )ln Q*/A* 

The uncertainty in SL. • a_(A) gets raised to a power in the nucleon life
time T_ • 0(C > • Of*» )• n _* '» while it drops out in the branching 
ratios. 

(b) Once the grand unified model and in particular the GUT mass a_ 
is fixed the largest source of uncertainty arising in the course of the 
computation of the nuclcon decay widths is represented by the problem of 
evaluating the hadronic matrix elements of an interaction given in terms 
of quark field operators. This uncertainty can only be diminished by a 
detailed consideration of the mechanisms which ultimately lead to the 
binding of quarks to hadrons. There exisc some phenomenologically more 
or less justified starting points for the description of hadrons as bound 
states of quarks« like the nonrelativistic SU(6) quark model, the hag 
model 19.1), or various potential models. All of these approaches can be 
employed for the discussion of a certain feature of the hadronic system 
under consideration but usually fail in other aspects. The usage of those 
very different approximations entails a considerable spread in the pre
dicted branching ratios (5.SO). 

The number of possibilities co bring about proton instability is not 
st all exhausted by the explicit violation of baryon number in conventional 
and supersymmetric CUTs by gauge or Higgs bosons. There are some further 
mechanisms which might induce proton decay (7.1 - 7.ISJ: 

Baryon nuabor is no absolutely conserved quantity even in the standard 
model. The SU(3) £ * SU(2), » U(l) v gauge invariante of the standard aodel 
only enforces the conservation of baryon number by gauge interactions and 
Yukawa couplings. Nevertheless, as has been shown by 't Hooft (7.1), non-
pert ur bad ve instanten effects are able to introduce a small aaount of 
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baryon number violation according tc the selection rule &B • u , wher« 
n stands for the number of fermion geneiations. These effecta would 
render possible reactions of the type N + N -» N + leptons. However, «11 
processes of that kind are exponentially suppressed by the Euclidean 
action S » -
•ode [7.1], 
action S • - 2w/a. of the SU(2), instant on of the Glashow-Salam-Veinberg 

, -2»/o_ -2*sin2ft,/o 
Leff " 0 ( e > " 0 ( e ' ' 0 t* ' * (,*') 

and hence hardly of practical interest. 
The spontaneous breakdown of a semi-simple GUT gauge group at a mass 

scale L to i subgroup H containing an explicit U(l) factor, 

CUT —-*• H 3l(I) , 

is always accompanied by the appearance of a magnetic monopole of the 
't Hooft-Polyakov type, i.e. a non-trivial topologically stable con
figuration of gauge and Higgs fields corresponding to a classical finite-
energy solution of the field equations, of mass «L. » 0(m_/o) £ 10 1 6 GeV 
(7.4). These 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles M may also act as catalysts for 
baryon number violating processes like p • M -» e • M • mesons ("Rubakov 
effect") (7.7J. The cross sections for monopole induced proton decays 
are suppressed neither by powers of the superheavy mass scale SL. (7.6, 
7.7,7.9] nor by exponential factors exp(- 2«/o) characteristic of non-
perturbative effects (7.9]. On the contrary, these cross sections are 
expected to be comparable to those of conventional strong interaction« 
(7.8,7.15). The experimental signature of monopole catalyzed baryor. 
number violation would be a chain of nucleon decays within a detector of 
large enough dimensions (7.12). 

Finally, within the framework of quantum gravity, non-perturbative 
effects such as virtual black holes (7.2] or extremely large fluctuations 
of the space-time metric (7.3,7.5) at a seal* of the order of the Planck 

-33 length »p. - l/«p, • t.616*10 cm ("»pace-time foam") may provide a 
source of baryon number violation. The magnitude of the resulting gravi to-
dynamic baryon decay j'3 determined by inverse powers of the Planck mass 
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tu-.. Nevertheless gi av i tody nam ic proton decay night proceed at a rate 
observable in the present generation of nueleon decay experiments since 
in contrast to the early conjectures 17.2,7.3.7.51 T - Q(«p\) * 
a (io* s - 10 5 0)yr one can find T _ - 0(m?) in a local supersyametric 
gauge theory [7.>I,7.14]. 

Everything mentioned above seems to support and confirm the point 
of view that the only absolutely conserved quantum numbers are just those 
which correspond to an unbroken gauge symmetry which in turn is indicated 
by the existence of an associated massless gauge boson. Since the Eötvös-
Dicke experiment excludes th.* existence of a long-range force coupling to 
baryon number to a high degree of accuracy, baryon number does not appear 
to be connected to an unbroken gauge symmetry. 

Outline 

This review is organized in the following way: 
Section II sets the stage for proton decay in grand unified theories. 

In Subsection II.! the basic ideas of grand unification are stated while 
in Subsection II.2 the possible mechanisms for baryon number violation 
in GUTs are discussed. SU(3) C * SU(2), * l'(1)Y invariance already places 
severe restrictions on the forts of the B and L violating interactions. 
In conventional QTs proton decay occurs most likely via the exchange of 
gauge bosons rather than Higgs bosons. The most general Lagrangian for 
gauge boson mediated proton decay consistent with SU(3) C ' SU(2). * U(l) v 

is given and some predictions following immediately and without any 
reference to hadron dynamics in the simplest conceivable GUT, the minimal 
SU(5) model, are listed. 

Section III is devoted to supersymmetric proton decay. Subsection 
III.I introduces the concept of supersymmetry. The graded Lie algebv« 
called SUSY algebra represents the main statement of the Haag-fopuszaifski-
Sohnius theorem. The possible mechanisms for the phenomenologically 
required breaking of supersjrametry are briefly discussed. Subsection III.2 
recalls the main motivation for super symmetrizing grand unified models, 
the (gauge) hierarchy problem. In Subsection III.3 the soaevhut tricky way 
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of generating experimentally observable proton decay in spite of the 
larger unification mass in SUSY CUTs, vis. via one-locp gauge fermion 
exchange diagrams, is described. 

In Section IV the numerous theoretical predictions of branching 
ratios and lifetimes are compiled. In Subsection IV.3 the nucleoa decay 
experimentalists get the floor and they tell us that the minimal SU(5) 
model seems to be in serious troubles. 

Section V contains soae concluding remarks. 

II. Proton Decay in GUT« 

II. 1 Grand Unified Theories (CUT») 

The Glashov-Salais-tfeinberg Model SU(2). » U(l) y correlates the 
electromagnetic and weak interactions but it represents in no sense a 
unification of these interactions. It is therefore no great conceptual 
step to attempt a true unification of strong and electroveak. interactions 
in the Cons of a grand unified theory (CUT). In that case the apparently 
*ery different interactions described by the standard model SU(3)~ * 
• SU(2), » U(l)_ would have to be regarded as low-energy manifestation 
jf a more fundamental theory with only a single gauge coupling constant. 

The idea forming the basis of all grand unified theories of non-
gravitational interactions is conceivably simple, that is the embedding 
of the standard model SU(3)C * SU(2), * U(!) v into a simple gauge group 
I l.l] (or, by far lass attractive, into a direct product of isomorphic 
simple factors related in an irreducible manner by a discrete symmetry 
it.2]). The fundamental gauge group is then spontaneously broken down to 
the standard model at a mass scale m., 

GUT - ~ - SU(3) C - SU(2) L » li(l)T ---» S U O ) c « U(l) q , (2.1.1) 

if necessary in more than one steps. Forcing the electric charge operator 
Q to be now a generator of the GIT gauge group, this embedding into a 
simple gauge group explains already because of Tr|Q) • 0 th# quantization 
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of electric charge, i.e. the commensurable values of the electric charges 
of quarks and leptons, a fact which appears to be completely accidental 
in the standard model. 

The search for the grand unified theory realized in nature if any
one ia realized at all is guided by two general features characteristic 
for this GUT. These features ought to be shared by all proposed *,raod 
unified models: 

(1) The GUT gauge group has to contain the gauge group SU(3) * SU(2) * 
« U(l) of the standard model, SU(3) * SU(2) * U(l) C GUT, i.e. has to be 
at least of rank four and in particular contain an SU(3) subgroup. 

(2) The representations of the GUT gauge group must allow for the 
correct reproduction of particle content of the observed fermion spectrua, 
at least for one generation of fermions. This requirement implies that 
(i) the GUT gauge group must possess complex representations, (ii) the 
(maybe leducible) representation supposed to accomodate the known femions 
oust be composed solely of colour singlets I-, colour triplets 3_, and 
colour anti-triplets 3-, and (iii) in addition must be free from Adler-
Bell-Jackiw anomalies in order not to spoil the renormalizability of the 
grand unified theory by an incompatibility of regularization and gauge 
invariance. 

The requirement of a complex fermion representation is oased on two 
facts: (i) There is the experimental observation of parity violation in 
weak interactions. The known fermions of one generation constitute a 
representation complex with respect to SU(3)£ » SU(2), * U(l) v, 

f L " ( 3» 2'i ) * (5','"|) * <^»,'i) * O.2.-5) • C U > (2.I-2) 

A real representation of a given group would also be real with respect 
to all subgroups of that group, (ii) There is the necessity of evading 
the so-called survival hypothesis; In the course of the spontaneous 
symmetry breakdown of a group G to a subgroup M at a mass scale « c, 
C • H, all fermion* transforming according to a self-conjugate repre-

•c 
sentation of C will acquire, in general, a mass m_ of the ordrt of magni
tude m» • 0(m_). Thift statement follows fro« the consideration ot rhe 
most general form 
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[̂  - - f L° M f L • b.c. (2.1.3) 

of the mass tern m the Lagrangian 'Jt ferraions f transforming according 
c -to the representation D_ of G, f ^ D , f, '>• D_ (All fennions can be 

» L G L T ii c 

taken to be left-handed because of ^ c » C <Ji_ • * . . ) The mass matrix N 
i s proportional to the vacuum expectation value of Higgs bosons or the 
fermion-antitension condensate which controls the spontaneous symmetry 
breaking. Therefore i t has to be a singlet under H, M ^ 1_. Now the 
Clebsch-Gordan series of the tensor product D_ * D„, according to which 

G c — -
the mass tens L, bi-linear in the fermion fields f. transforms, f. f, * v D« ' D-, will contain a singlet under G, and therefore a singlet under G G 
H, TrlD_ * D_I - f„, if and only if the representation D„ ia real. In 

C u u G 
that case an H invariant mass tern (2.1.3) with H * 0(n„) can be formed. 
Consequently in grand unified theories all fetmions transforming accord
ing to a real representation of the CUT gauge group will acquire a super
heavy mass of the order of magnitude of the GUT mass scale BL. In order 
to "survive" the first stage of the spontaneous symmetry breaking (2.I.I), 

GUT —-• SIJ(3)C « SU(2) L * U O ) Y , 

as massless particles all light fermions f, have to be components of a 
complex representation of the GUT gauge group. 

The requirement of the existence of complex representations restricts 
the possible grand unified models already to the gauge groups SU(n), 
n i_ 3, S0(4n*2), n ̂  I, and £,. The requirement of a minimal rank of 
four restricts this set further to the gauge groups SU(n), n £ 5, 
SO(4n*2), n 2. 2, and I . Based mainly on the groups SU(5), SO(IO) or E., 
SU(5) c SO(IO) C E,, a large number of grand unified models has been 
proposed with varying phcnomenological success (1.21). 

The CUT mass scale m~ is determined from the behaviour of the run
ning gauge coupling constants of the standard model for growing momentum 
transfer Q 2, as depicted in Fig. 2. It it given by that energy scale at 
which the coupling constants a,(Q ?), a,(Q ?) • a (Q ?)/*in 29 (Q 2), and 

J 2 e .m. u 
a,(Q 2) • 5a^ B (Q 2)/3cos 2O w(Q ?) of the gauge groups SU(3) , SU(2) L > and 
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U(1) Y , resp.. (asymptotically) converge to the single GUT gauge coupling 
constant a [ 1 . 3 ] : 

a 1(ir l x) - «^(o^) - ^ ( " j ) " • • (2.1.*) 

With the help ot the renormalization group equations describing the 
logarithmic variation of these coupling constants one finds that the GUT 
coupling constant a is not very sens . l ive to the exact \ov-energy values 
of the standard model coupling constants [5 .13 ] , 

a - 0.0244 * —• . (2.1.5) 

On the other hand, the OUT mass scale BL. is proportional to the QCD scale 
parameter A to a high degree of accuracy; assuaing that no new particle 
thresholds will appear inbetveen the electroweak mass scale SL, and the 
unification mass scale m^ (SU(3)_ " SU(2) * U(l) v invariant great desert) 
and taking into account threshold effects and two-loop contributions to 
the renonaalization group equations one obtains from a.(oA) » 0.0372 = 
- 1/27 and <*,(•£) * 0.0164 = 1/61 for three light fermion generations and 
one light Higgs doublet 

m^ - I.5'I015 Ajg . (2.1.6) 

Besides the primary uncertainty due to the insufficient experimental 
knowledge of the exact value of the strong coupling constant a. , which 
i s parametrized by the factor A, the main uncertainties in o» are intro
duced by the number of light fermion generations, the number of light 
Higgs doublets and the behaviour of the running coupling constants in 
threshold regions. 

The most impressive prediction possible only within the framework 
of a grand unified theory is beyond doubt that of the Weinberg angle GL., 

sin'O(Q?) - -SJL . ! » . (2.1.7) 
* 2 (Q 2 ) a,(Q 2) • § o 2 (Q 2 ) 

file:///ov-energy
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The asymptotic value of aia 2 &. does not depend on the CUT gauge group or 
on the chosen feraion representation. It ia completely fixed by the 
5U(3) C * SU(2)L » U(I) Y content, in particular by isospin I . and e lec tr ic 
charge Q, of the feraione under consideration: 

Tr[I*l 
• i n ^ * * ) i - - 1 . (2 .1 .8) 

Thia purely group-theoretical factor is only valid in the GOT symmetric 
high-energy limit. At lover energies it undergoes a certain amount of 
renoraalization which, under the assuoiption that the spontaneous break
down of the grand unified theory to the standard model proceeds in one 
single step, reduces its value to [1,32,1.34,1.35] 

• 0.0042 
ain2GL(a^) - 0.2138 (2.1.9) 

- 0.0029 

for the value of the QCD scale parameter A found by Buraa, 

• 0.10 
te - 0.16 Ce? . (2.1.10) 
1 6 - o.os 

One obsirves a reaarkably good agreement of this theoretical result wich 
the experimental value including r idiat ive corrections, * ^ n Z e u ^ ) C X D " 
• 0.215 t 0.014. This agreement provide* • strong support for th* 
assumption of the non-existence of intermediate mass scales between «L. 
and au, i . e . for th* great desert hypothesis. 

II .2 Baryon Number Violation in CUT* 

Grand unified theories place together quarks, anti-quarks and 
leptons in the same irreducible representations of the CUT gauge group. 
Among the gauge and Higgs bosons of a CUT are therefore necessarily ones 
which couple as so-called diquarks to two quarks, 
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_ (2.2.1) 

or a« so-called lepto-quarks to a quark and a lepton or an anti-lepton, 

t U J i S t | q x 1 ' 
(2.2.2) 

X ' " "* "X • t q H_ = t C q H, 

lC q X : I t u q X M 

(2.2.3) 
lC q H x = T q HJJ . 

If the grand unified theory has the feature ot identifying diquarks and 
lepto-quarks the resulting leptoquark-diquarks couple simultaneously to 
two-fermion systems of different baryon and lepton number, viz. to a 
two-quark system q q v th 1 • 2/3, L - 0 and a quark-lepton system t q 
with B • 1/3, L • I or a quark-antilepton system t q with B - 1/3, L • -I. 
Consequently no definite baryon and lepton numbers can be attributed to 
these bosons. They rather induce an explicit violation of baryon and 
lepton nuaber conservation via gauge interactions or Yukawa couplings. 

The complete classification of bosons, which can form SU(3) C » 5U(2)_> 
» U(I) Y invariant but baryon number violating interactions with a pair of 
ordinary fermions taken from the set of particles (q, • (u.d). '"«»d.»!. " 

c ** T — • (v ,e >. ,e . ) , according to their behaviour under the gauge group 
a* ft 

SU(3) C * SU(2) L » U(I) T has been given by Weinberg {1.6,3.6,1.15,1.29]. 
This classification limits the number of types of bosons of that kind 
to five, namely to the two types of vector boson« 

X-v(3,2,|) Q"1'3 ( 2 - 2 4 ) 

X' * (3,2,^) Q ' \ , ' \ (2,2.3) 

as well M» to the three types of scalar bosons 
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H j - ' O , ! , - ^ Q - - - J 12.2 6) 

U,-«. (3J,-j) Q - " ^ (2.2.7) 

H x % °'3' ~1> Q ' 1' "V "5 * iZ'2Jt) 

The existence of these bosons without • well-defined baryon nuaber can 
be brought into accordance with the experimentally observed longevity of 
the proton (9.5] t £ 8»10 1 0 yr only if the «asses *_ and a« lurk around 

somewhere in the ultra-high energy range [1.21], i.e. if a„ £ 0(IO I H) GeV 
and Bj, i O(l0 1 0) GeV. (The bound on the Riggs boson aasa au is based on 

the assuaption of an extremely small Yukawa coupling constant.) 
Acting as intermediate bosons th»se superhetvy particles are able 

to generate in second order of perturbation theory a B and I. violating 
tree-level interaction between three quarks and one lepton. The superheavy 
degrees of freedoa may be integrated out due to the relative smallness 
p, - 0(M_) << , aw» mu ) o f C n e momenta p. of the external feraions involved 
in proton decay. Under that circumstances this interaction reduces to an 
effective SU(3)„ * SU(2). * U(l) v invariant four-fermion operator of the 
form 0 i (q 4 q 1) of operator dimension dim 0 * 6 . The coefficient G of 
this operator in the resulting Lagrangian, which describes an effective 
SU(3)_ * S!I(2) « U(l) y invariant field theory, is of the order of magni
tude G • 0(—) or G • 0( ). The complete list of B violating dimension' 

« "ax 
six operators consistent with SU(3). * SV(2). * U(I) Y symmetry and Lorentz 
invariance is [5.6,5.7,5.17,5.19J 

0, - U C
R q- LHu C

L d R) (2.2.9) 

°2 " ( , \ UR ) ( q CR V (2.2.10) 
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Here T are Che three Pauli matrices 

(2.2.12) 

(2.2.13) 

(2.2.U) 

I 
T -

0 I 

1 0 

0 -i 

i 0 
T -

I 0 

,0 -1J 
(2.2.15) 

while q, denotes the transposed SU(2), quark doublet 

*/. ' - i t* q. 
' d x 

-u 
(2.2.!6) 

SU(3) invariance is achieved by anti-synoetrizing these operators with 
respect to the colour indices carried by the quark fields. This anti-
symmetrization is implicitly understood in Eqs. (2.2.9) through (2.2.U). 
The also nut explicitly expressed generation structure of these operators 
is subject only to the requirements imposed by Fermi statistics- In fact, 
not all four-feroton operators in the listing given above are linearly 
independent [5.19]; 0, can be expressed in terns of 0. with the help of 

0 3 

the algebraic identity 

<*>L •2R>(*C3L V * <*IL *3R)(<L V * K L *4R)(*2L V * ° ' 
(2.2.17) 

The only invariance principle concerning internal syusaetries imposed 
on the B and L violating effective operators is their invariance under 
SU(3) * SU(2), * U(1) v gauee transformations, nevertheless, this in
variance implies a global symmetry of the effective SUO)_ ' SU(2), * U(l)_-
singlet operators 0. (i I,.. ,6) represented by the generator (B - L) 
(5.6,5.7],(In a similar manner this same symmetry guarantees baryon number 
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\k 

conservation for the renonnaiizable interactions of the standard model.) 
It can by no means be excluded that the origin of this global symmetry 
might be traced back to a more fundamental local GUT gauge invariance as 
is the case for all grand unified models based on a gauge group which 
contains SO(IO). Consequently the four-fermion operators 0 through 0, 

f V 

obey the selection rule &B - AL [5.6,5.7]. Therefore the nucleon decay 
controlled by these operators is allowed to produce an anti-lepton, 
N -• tC • M (AB » AL - -1), but not to produce a Upton, V + t • M (AB -
- - AL - -I); here M labels any mesonic final state. 

In addition, the effective operators respect the selection rule 
AS/AB <̂  0, i.e. they enable a decaying nucleon only to emit a strange 
anti-quark [5.3,5.4]. This entails that the strangeness-changing nucleon 
decays are subject to the restriction AS > 0, which allows the decays 
n - t c • Hg^, (AS - - AB - I) but forbids the decays » • tC • ^__, 
(AS - AB - -I). 

All B and L violating four-fermion operators 0. through 0. may be 
generated by the exchange of an intermediate scalar boson R_, H' or ft£. 
On the other hand, by exchange of an intermediate vector boson X or X' 
only the operators 0. and 0. are obtained. This can easily be checked 
by application of the Fierc transformation 

<*IL \ • a . H * » '" •«.> ' " 2 (*1L • ,»><•» *2L> ( 2 2 ' l 8 ) 

to Eqs (2.2.9) and (2.2.10): 

°, ' 1«*\ \ V ( u C L >W V " (V% \ dR> (-\ S V J ( 2 ' 2 , 9 ) 

> 2- *\ rv V < u \ *W \> (2.2.20) 

Due to the extreme smallness of the Tukawa couplings of Higgs bosons 
to light fervions the contributions of Higgs bot.on exchange to nucleon 
decay are suppressed compared to the contributions of gauge boson ex
change, already in amplitude by a factor 
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2 .2 
(2.2.21) v* 

for •*!) ~ •*¥ a n d a typical light fermion mass m, ot the order of magnitude 
D , • 0(1 GeV) (5 11- This is the reason why the role of Higgs boson« in 
proton decay is completely ignored for the rest of this section. 

1 The couplings of the superheavy gauge boson SU(2) doublets X * (X,Y) 
t t T and X* » (X' ,Y' ) to femions are diagonal in generation space when 

expressed in terms of the fermionic gauge eigenstates 

u d e v 
e 

c d • s e • y v - v
u 

A W W IV 
(2.2.22) 

Allowing for the possibility ot a heavy right-handed neutrino v , the 
most general I and L vio'.ting gauge interaction, responsible for proton 
decay, reads (5.1.5.3,5.4] 

L"*<"'\\*U?*f\\*ti) 

* Sjk^jLWV1 V* 

• <- < v% \ diR> - <*\ \ UiL> * 

* I ( v C l \ Ui*> * < V C L \ UiL> • 

• c i j k

c v \ dkcL>j «r • 

* 1" ' • * • Y-, uiK> " < y C L \ d iL> * 

+ t i 3 k S : \ , d K C L ) l Y i U ) 4 h ' C - ' 

(2.2.23) 

where g denotes the CLT jjauj;e coupling constant. 
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In second order of perturbation theory the renornalizable gauge 
interaction (2.2.23) reduces in the limit of vanishing fermion momenta 
p,, i.e. p, << m_, to an SU(3), * SL'(2), * U(l) Y invariant non-renormali-
cable four-fennion interaction. By multiple application of the Fiera 
t ransformat ion 

^ \ *2L)(*7L ^ *4L> ' <^l \ W**. yV *2L> < 2 - 2 2 4 > 
as well as of the operator identity 

<^i \ *2R> " ~ (*2CL \ »iV ( 2' 2- 2 5> 
the resulting effective Lagrangian can be formulated entirely in terms 
of the effective operator* 0. and 0-, Eq*. (2.2.19) and (2.2.20). Neglect
ing all Cabibbo-like mixing angles and all phase* which cannot be ab
sorbed in the definition of the fermion fields, all of them arising in 
the process of the diagonalization of the femionic mass matrices, this 
Lagrangian responsible for proton decay is given by 

- ( l * . ) ( v e
C

R Y v d . R ) ( » k
C

L / d ) • 

i v \ \ 8iR ) (\ CL ^ UjL> * 

jt' 

-JL> 
(2.2 26) 

i v \ \ iiL)(^L Y W UjL> ' 

The four-fermion interaction strength C is defined by analogy to the 
Fermi coupling constant C_, 

— - - * - . (2-7.27) 
ft 8m£ 
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The paraaeter x denotes rha squared ratio of the masse« of 'he gauge 
bosons X and X*, 

x :- -*- . (2.2.28) 

For instance, for che values of the GUT parameters a and m_ found by 
Goldman and Ross for SU(S) 15.5.5.13], a - g 2/4* - 0.0244 and ta_ -
* 4.2-101** GeV, the effective GUT coupling constant G adopts the value 
G//2 • nu/2m£ - 2.!7>IO~31 GeV - 2. 

Considering the whole spectrum of grand unified models the para
meter x varies froto x - 0 through x * «. In order to be able to make 
definite predictions for nucleon lifetimes and branching ratios one is 
forced to fix the value of x. Therefore one usually pays special attention 
to the following three limiting cases of grand unified theories: 

(i) SU(5); The superheavy particle content of the gauge bosons of 
the group SU(5) is represented solely by the SU(2). doublet X of Eq. 
(2.2.A). Consequently this class of theories has to be characterised by 

(ii) S0(10): The group SO(IO) comprehends among its gauge bosons 
both types of B and L violating vector bosons in Weinberg's classification, 
viz. X and X', allowing thereby in its gauge sector for the most general 
Lagrangian of B and L violating couplings of gauge bosons to pairs of 
ordinary fermions. Nevertheless the spontaneous breakdown of the SO(IO) 
symmetry might proceed in a way which leaves the SU(2), doublet X' con* 
tained in SO(IO) but not in SU(5), Eq. (2.2.5), lighter than its counter
part X. Thic situation should be idealized by «_ -» •. 

(iii) 8U(2) » SU(2) R » U(>): In an alternative scenario the Itft-
right symmetry inherent in SO(IO) is maintained down to low energies 
despite of the spontaneous breaking of the SO(IO) symmetry. In that case 
both types of colour triplet gauge bosons are of equal importance for 
baryon number non-conservation, BL. • m~,, the effective electroweak 
interaction is d-scribed by the *augc group SU(2) • SU(2). * U(l). 

The three specific classes of grand unified stodels correspond to 
the following value» of the parameter x: 
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Grand unified aodel 

Sü(5) 

SO(IO) 

SU(2) L«S0(2) t«0(l) 

Another quantity frequently used to characterize grand unified theories 

it represented by the parameter r (t - e,u) introduced by uilcxek and 

Zee [5.7], which states the ratio of the coefficient C. of the operator 

0. involving a left-handed anti-lepton to the coefficient C. of the 

operator 0. responsible for the eaission of a right-handed anti-leptoa £n 

the effective Lagrangian L: 

L - — (C, O, • C- 0,) - ~ C, (0, • r 0,) , (2.2.29) 
^ t I 2 2 # I I £ 2 

v.*. 

rl : ' C2^ CI • t - «,u . (2.2.30) 

The values of this psraaeter also depend decisively on the chosen CUT 

gauge group and on the details of the spontaneous symetry breakdown. 

By a quick inspection of Eq. (2.2.26) one reads off 

2 2 - X ' 
r - -rf- S — , r -1 . (2.2.31) 

The values of the r-paraaeter resulting within the three classes of CUTs 

specified above arc therefore 

Grand unified aodel r t 
• v 

SU(5) 

SO(IO) 

SU(2) »SU(2)t»U(l) I I 
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ea 

In the preceeding discussion the problem of the diagonalization of 

the fermionic BUBS matrices has been completely ignored. The rotation 

f - A(f,H)f' (f - u,d,e,v, H • L,R) of the gauge eigenstates f_ into 
H H 

the mass eigenstates f* by unitary colour-blind n >g matrices operating 

in the n -dimensional generation space in general introduces new mixing 

angles and phases» which are not accessible to experiments investigating 

only the "low—energy" region ( 4 . 3 ) . The only exception to th is among a l l 

grand unified theories i s the so-called "minimal SU(S) model" [1.1 J. I t 

i s minimal in the sense that a l l fermions acquire their masses from the 

vacuus expectation value <0IH, ;0> ^ Oof J single Higgs ault iplet H trans

forming according to the fundamental representation 5 of SU(5), H •*• 5. 

Apart from a diagonal phase matrix the only observable mixing matrix in 

the minimal SU(5) model i s the Kobayashi-Maskava matrix Ü - A(u,L) +A(d,L). 

Hence, besides a phase 4 irrelevant in lowest order, only the Cabibbo 

angle &c enters in the ef fect ive Lagrangian controlling proton decay 

15.9J: 

V 

L " 4 i e i i k e i * { t u k C i . % u i i . ) U t 4 » T , , d u > * /I 

• <i • c o s 2 9 c ) <«*L y w d a ) • 

' C»*I *" »iE 5 * 

• (I • s i n 2 0 c ) (v\ yv o £ L ) • 

*• sin P>c cos t»c (e L T" « i L ) • 

(2.2.32) 

» sin 6 C cos Gc (y L YW d i L » * 

- Uos 0 c ( u k

C

L irM d.L) • sin ^ ( u ^ Y | j s l L ) J . 

« \ ^ U d i * > ' < \ t T V ' i * > ] ) * » ' < -

From this Lagrangiatt A great number of predictions can be derived imnedlate

ly, e.g. for the polarization of the nuons emitted in nucleon decay 
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AS - 0. T(N - u*_ X > - 0 (2.7.3V 
K na 

r(» - w* x > 
AS - I L * - (i • tio 20 r) - ! , (2.2.34) 

T(H - V R X.) 

for the ratio of the electron/muou production rates 

r(H +• p X ) sin 2e, cos 28 r , 
AS - O: ~ • - —- * { s i n 2 0 r (2.2.35) 

r(M - e* X ) ( l+cos 2 9-) 2 *l * *• 
TIS v 

r(M * e* X > s in 2 9_ c o s 2 9 r , 
A S . I . ^ _ „ S: <: , ' g i o 2 e (2.2.36) 

r ( I * p X ) (»+sin 2 e ) 2 * ! 

r ( M - e * X n ) ( U c o s 2 0 r ) 2 + 1 . ns C 5 
r(M * u X g) (l+sin ?0 c) 2*l 

a 2 • (2.2.37) 

and for the ratio of the electron/electron-neutrino production ratea 

r(M •» e* X) (l*cos 20 r) 2*l 
AS - O: 2 = — . S: , 5 (2.2.38) 

r ( H * v e C Xns> c o i 2 9 C 
r(M - e* X > 

AS - 1: = — - cos 20_ » I . (2.2.39) 
r(B - v e

C X f) C 

X and X label any non-strange and strange hadronic final states. In 
ordet to suppress interference term contributions the ideal case of 
vanishing lepton aass, •. - 0 (I - e,u), is assumed in Eqs. (2.2.35) 
through (2.2.38). 

The effective Lagrangian (2.2.26) originates in the exchange of 
superheavy intermediate vector bosons, whereas the matrix elements of 
the four-fermion operators in this Lagrangian are evaluated at a typical 
energy scale M of the order of magnitude of the proton mass H , v «• 
• 0(1 GeV). Hence the operators 0, and 0, have to be rrnurmalixed from 
the CUT mass scale «L. down to the hadronir energy scale i by exchange of 
SU O ) - , SU(2),, and U(l)„ g«uge bosons using standard renormalization 
group techniques |5.1,5.7,5.9,5.19). 
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A closer inspection shows that the radiative con ections «lue to 
SU(3)r and SU(2) gauge bosons lead to an identical renonnaIiration for 
all operators appearing in Eq. (2.2.26) 15.1,5.7.5.9,5.19], whereas the 
U(1) Y gauge boson exchange distinguishes between the operators 0. con
taining a right-h. nded anti-lepton and the operators 0. containing a 
left-handed anti-lepton [5.7,5.9,5.19] The effects of these radiative 
corrections can be summarized in terms of short-distance enhancement 
factors A_ and A, multiplying the corresponding operators: 

°l reo " *» °! 
(2.2.40) 

°2 ren ' \ °2 ' 

The necessary computations have been performed independently by three 
groups. Fortunately fhey agree within their results [5 1.5.7,5.9,5.19]: 

with 

\ ' W A»a 
\ m W AIL 

6 
a (y) 33-4n 

s - '-V-i g 

27 

(2.2.41) 

a,(my) 86-l6n 
A2 " « - ^ J * 

33 
(2.2.42) 

o («O 6*80n 

69 

A I L - « a 
(•V.) 6*80n 

Here a., o., a (, and a denote the coupling constants of SU(3)_, SU(2),, 
U(l) y, and the CIT gauge group, au stands for the mass of the weak gauge 
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boson, and n labels the number of generations of light tensions. Assum
ing n • 3 and using as numerical input (5.21,1.21,5.13.5.16) a (m*) -

g e.v. w 
- 1/128.64, sin2Qy(s^) - 0.209, a - 0.0244, and a 3(l GeV) - 0.47 one 
obtains for the renormalizat ion factors the values A- - 2.3, A_ • 1.35, 
A | R - 1.05, A, L - 1.12, and via Eq. (2.2.41) A^ - 3.3, ^ - 3.5. 

Likewise the parameter r., Eq. (2.2.30), is affected by these radiative 
corrections associated with light gauge boson exchange. These renoraalization 
effects Manifest theaselves in a slight increase of r., 

*L AIL « |(^,)-36/(6*«On g) 
»t ren " A^ rt ' TZ 't ' ^T^ Tl ' ' ° 6 ri ' ( 2 ' 2 4 3 > 

Of course, the validity of the expressions (2.2.42) is limited to 
grand unified theories with only two different suss scales, i.e. to CUT« 
where the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the GUT gauge group down to 
the standard «»del, CUT •* SU(3)_ * SU(2)_ * U(l) v, proceed* in one singl« 
step. In left-right sysnetric aodels there cannot show up any differences 
in the renormalization of the operators 0. and 0., i.e. A_ • A, and 
rl ren " r t f o r S U ( 2 ) L * S U ( 2 ) R " U ( l ) * 

Already on dimensional grounds and only by knowledge of the fact 
"hat the proton decay is induced in second order of perturbation theory 
by exchange of a superheavy boson of mass •_, a naive estimate of the 
proton lfetice to be expected can be given: 

T • -L-3c , (2.2.44) 
I5 

P 
o J M 5 

where C stands for a dimensionless constant parametrizing the entire 
hadronic aspect of proton decay, of the approximate order of magnitude 
C = 0(1). From C - I, a - 0.0244, and m - 4.2-101** GeV ensues t -
• !.5*I0 3 0 yr as a rough estimate. 
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III. Proton Decay in Supersymnetric GUIs 

III.» Supersymaetry (SUSY) 

The theoretical foundation of the concept of supersymmetry (SUSY) 
is represented by the Haag-topuszahski-Sohnius (HtS) theorem [2.9]. Over 
and above this fact, as long as there is no experimental evidence for its 
actual realization this theorem provides the only justification for the 
investigation of this mathematical construction called supersymmetry. The 
HtS theorem can be regarded as the extension of the Coleman-Mandula theorem 
12.1] when allowing fermionic generators, i.e. generators respecting anti-
coosoutation relations, to enter the game. It is the result of a compre
hensive analysis of the possible symmetries compatible with a non-trivial 
S-oatrix (i.e. an S-oatrix different from unity) in a relativistic quantum 
field theory, in other words, it answers the question for the maximal 
invariance structure of the S-matrix. 

The HtS theorem is based on the assumption that any generator C of 
a symnetry of the S-matrix satisfies the following three, not necessarily 
independent, requirements. (In a strict sense these requirements are 
fundamental properties of any generator C inducing • local infinitesimal 
transformation of the field? in a local field theory.) 

(1) The operator C generates a synaetry of the S-matrix, i.e. it 
commutes with the S-operator, [C,S] • 0. 

(2) The operator C acts additively on initial multi-particle states. 
(3) The operator C connects only single-particle states of the same 

mass, i.e. it commutes with the Casimir operator P P represented by the 
square of the energy-momentum operator P , |P ,C) • 0. 

Furthermore, in order to avoid infrared complications, the analysis 
is restricted to theories without massless particles and long-rang* forces. 

The statement of the Haag-lopustahski-Sohnius theorem can be summarized 
as follows: 

The most genera Iral^ebra of generators of symmetry transformations 
of the S-matrix in a theory describing solely massive particles is a 
graded Lie algebra spanned by the following generators I2.9J; 
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(1) Bose-type generators; 
the energy-momentum operator F , 
the generator of the homogeneous Lorentz transformations M , 
a finite number of scalar chargo T , which all can be taken to be 

hemitean, T. • T . 
(2) Fermi-type generators: 
a set of If « 1,2,. . spinorial charges Q (L - 1,2,...,M; o " 1,2) 

-L L + ° and their hcrmitean conjugates Q« « (Q ) , transforming like spinors of a a 
rank I under the homogeneous Lorentt group, i.e. according to the 
representations Q i (-̂ ,0) and Ö. \. (0,-x) of the group SL(2,C). a / a i 

The graded Lie algebra of these bosonic and fermionic generators has 
got the name "supersymmetry algebra" [2.9*2.13): 

[T l f P u J - 0 , II^M^J • 0 , (3.1.1) 

" i - V - ' W k ' ( 3 I - 2 > 

«LA] - u l M *U p u • { Q « ' Q f l } • • • • z L M • ( 3 - , 5 ) 

(Z^.CJ - 0 , G - P , M , T., QL . (3.1.6) 
u pv l a 

The (anti) commutation relations(3.I.I) through (3.1.6) given above ar« 
formulated using the notation of Van der Waerden for two-component Ueyl 
spinors: The antisymmetric tensors c and c .. 

oB 

'*'•<*- < . . - - ' * • « a - - « B . « a - - ' s i - »•'•'> 

invariant under homogeneous Lorentz transformations, represent the metric 
in the space of the two-component Weyl spinors * and • • • ( * ) , 
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They are norr^lized to c 1 2 •> t - I and c* 2 - c*j • I, implying thereby 

£ « B C 

08 .a 
c c i * - 0 • 

By Y 
(3.1.9) 

The generalized Pauli aatricee o^j - 0,e J, • • 1,2,3, explicitly of 

the for« 
08 

•• -
1 0 G 1 

» a» -
0 1 » 0 

, 2 . 
fo -il 

0 

1 0 

0 -1 
,.3.1.10) 

as «ell a. the matrices 5" a ß :- t o ß c 6* o w -, i.e. o w o B • <«,-o*>, 

m » 1,2,3, for» a basis for the defining representation of SL(2,C). With 

the help of o and 0 the generators of the homogenous Lorentz group in 

the spinor representation are given by 

."v l, u-v 
:- 2<* 0 

V-M. 
H O ) -pv 

:-2 (°° " oV> (3.1.1!) 

,LM Aa a consequence of the second cT Eqs. (3.1.5) the generators Z 
IM 

have to be antisymmetric vith respect to their indices L and M, Z » 
ML 

• - Z . They are called "central charges" since according to Eq. (3.1.6) 

they commute vith all of the generators of the algebra, i.e. they repre

sent the centre of the algebra. The totally antisysnetric coefficienta 

f.. in Eq. (3.1.2) for« the tensor of structure constants of a compact 

Lie group generated by the scalar charges T,t f, . • - f . • - f

l f c_-

The quantities t. are the hermit ear» representation matrices of this 

internal eymmecry group in the N-dimensional representation of the 

spinorial generators Q . Eqs. (3.1.1) and (3.1.3) specify the behaviour 
a 1 

of th« scalar charges T. and the spinor charges Q , resp., under Poincare 

trans format i ons. 

Thus the RlS theorem states that within the framework of a relati-

vistic quantum field theory the only non-trivial unification of internal 

symmetries and the geometrical space-time symmetries of the Poincare 

algebra is represented by the graded Lie algebra known as "N-extended 

supersymmetry", Eqs. (3.1.1) through (3.1.6). 
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The special case of dealing with just one fernionic generator Q , 

i.e. M - !, is called "simple supersynmetry". In that c*te the central 

charge Z vanishes due to its antisymmetry, Z - 0 for N - 1, and the 

supersymmetry algebra reduces to 

{ V V - 2 °\h % 

{Q a .Q ß> - (Q'.Q 6> - 0 

fQ a .P u: - W 0 »
p

u l - 0 (3.1.12) 

1 V \v> " 1 < V . ' «0 

The fact that simple supersymmetry contains no central charges simplifies 

the analysis of representations of one-particle states considerably. 

Furthermore, simple SUSY possesses at most one non-trivial internal sym

metry, known as R invarianct 

W „ » T 1 - Q« » W;.TJ - - Qi . (3.1.13) 

Thus the maximal symmetry of the S-matrix is the direct product of an 

internal symmetry group, Eq. (3.1.2), and the supersymmetry algebra 

(3.1.12), facing the eventual appearance of central charges. 

It is sometimes a matter of convenience to introduce anticommuting 

parameters £ and 0 . Like the generators Q themselves these parameter« 
r o o o 

are two-component Weyl spinors. They may be considered as elements of a 

Grassmann algebra, 

U 0.Q g> - U a,Q$) " ° (3.1. U ) 

' V V " U « ' V - ° • 
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With the aid of these parameters the supersymmetry algebra t-an be ex
pressed entirely in terns of commutators: 

(CQ,6Ql • 2 U " 8 F 

UQ.eQl - ICQ.GQ] - 0 (3.1.15) 

UQ.P p ) - [CQ,?U1 - 0 

Here the summation convention 

«e * c° e - - t o° - e° * = et, 
a a a 

ce = Cr e° - - 1° e- - e« c* = ec 
a a a 

(3.1.16) 

has been employed. 
The fermionic generators Q and Q. are operators of mass dimension 
L . -L I o a dim Q • dim Q. » -T,, as can be seen fron their anticoamuta'ion relation ^o a 2 

(3,1.5). According to Eq. (3.».3) they carry half-integer spin, viz. 
spin 1/2. Consequently they transform bosonic statea |B> into feraionic 
states |P> and vice versa, very symbolically indicated by 

QL|B> - /2Z\Y> , QL|F>*^2T|B> . (3.1.17) 

By means of this, supersymmetry relates particles obeying different 
statistics, i.e. bosons and fermions, entailing thereby the Bose-Femi 
invariance of the theory• Within a «ipersynsnetric theory the numbers of 
bosonic and feraionic degrees of freedom are inevitably identical. To 
ever> particle in the theory there is associated a supersymmetric counter
part the spin of which differs by half a unit, (N • 1) superpartners 
carry identical internal quanrum numbers but belong to different statistics. 
Every feraion (quark, lepton) is accompanied by a scalar fermion ("squark", 
"slepton"), to every &auge boson (gluon, W, Z, photon) corresponds a 
gauge feraion ("gluino", "wino", "zino", "photino") represented by a 

'•• -T 
Ma torana spinor * : C ;, - a. Moreover, exact supersymmetry requires 
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the degeneracy mr « m£ of the nasses m_ and «,. of the superpartners 
connected to each other by SUSY transformations as indicated ic Eq. 
(3.1.17). 

In that way an irreducible representation of supersymmetry, a so-
callcJ supermultiplet, combines a finite number of particles of different 
spin, different statistics, and, in the case of extended supersymmetry, 
different internal quantum numbers too. A U renormalizable quantum field 
theories invariant under simple (N » I) supersymmetry can be constructed 
in terms of only two classes of supermultiplets, both of them containing 
just two bosonic and two fermionic degrees of freedom (2.5,2.8.2.13,2.14): 

(a) Chiral supermultiplet: 
a complex scalar field A describing a scalar and a pjeudoscalar 

boson; 
a two-component Veyl spinor • (a • l,?> describing a Majorana 

fermion. 
(b) Vector supermultiplet: 
a two-component Wcyl spinor X (a «• 1,2) describing a Kajorana 

fermion; 
a vector field V describing a massless vector boson. 
Since the only vector bosons which may appear in a renormalizable 

theory have to be gauge bosons, all vector supermultiplets must transform 
according to the adjoint representation of the gauge group. On the other 
hand, the observed fermions (quarks and leptons) are found to constitute 
a complex representation of SU(3)_ « SU(2) * U(I) Y. This fact prohibits 
the identification of the known fermions with the fermions in the vector 
supermultiplet, pairing off with the vector bosons. Consequently one can
not help describing (non-SUSY) fermions by chiral supermultiplets. Thus 
the requirement of supersymmetry unfortunately entails the unpleasant 
consequence of doubling the number of elementary particles in the theory. 

The fundamental supersymetry algebra offers the possibility of 
deriving an unambiguous criterion in order to decide in what sense super-
symmetry is realized. Multiplying the anticonnutation relation (3.1.5), 
in the case of L • M, by o and taking the trace, using the completeness 
relation Tr[o a ] - 2g , one ends up with a relation which expresses the 
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Hamilton operator H of a supersymmetric theory at a sum of hi -liueai* 
products of the feraior.ic SUSY generators Q and Q« (no sua over L): 

o a 
H " i « f r w ! ? ^ - J t<£«4>* • «£>*<£) • < 3- ' , 8> 

4 a a H a a a o 
As a consequence, in A supersymmetric theory the energy of any state is 
restricted to non-negative values. In particular, the vacuua expectation 
value <0|H|0> of the Hamilton operator (3.1.18) is positive semi-definite, 
<0|H|0> > 0, according to 

<o|n|o> - j <o\[£i(fyf * (Qj;)fQj;j|o> -
(3,1 19) 

• {(IQ^M 2 * \(Qiy\0>\2) for all L - I.2...,*. 

Eq. (3.1.19) suggests and proves at once the following criterion, which 
allows to decide whether or not supersymmetry is spontaneously broken: 
The vanishing of the vacuua expectation value of the Haailton operator H, 
<0|H|0> • 0, is equivalent to the exact realization of supersyametry, 
i.e. the vacuua state is annihilated by the spinorial charges Q and Q», 
Q|0> - 0 and Q-J0> - 0 for all L - 1,2,....N. In other words, the super-
a a 
symmetric state and the state of lowest energy, viz. E • 0, are identical; 
this state foras the ground state of the theory, the supersymmetric vacuum. 
On the other hand, supersyaaetry is spontaneously broken, which is 
indicated according to the Colactone theorem by the appearance of a aasa
les« Goldstone feraion ("goldstino"), if and only if the energy density 
of the vacuum turns out to be strictly positive, <0JH)0> > 0. It is worth 
mentioning that in the case of extended supersyametry the Haailton 
operator H can be expressed equally as well by any set of SUSY generators 
<£ and QV (L - 1,2,...,N), 

H - j (QJ.CQ^) • \ (Q3.(QjJ)f) - (3.1.20) 

This implies that all of the N supersymmetries arc either realized exactly 
or broken spontaneously at the »ana time and to the same extend. 

Of course, the criterion given above can be re-stated for the scalar 
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potential V(A,A ) . Expressed by the auxiliary fieldsF of the chiral * 
superaultiplets and by the auxiliary f ields D. of the vector au l t ip l e t s t 

both of then being, however, only the representative of their own purely 
algebraic equations of action, the scalar potential reads 

V(A,A+) - F* P £ • ~ Dj . (3.1.21) 

The first contribution to this scalar potential steas froa the super-
potential W, which describes ell mass terms, Yukawa couplings, and scalar 
self-interactions in a supersyaaetric theory. 

l U j • * 8Af ' (3.1.22) 

whereas the second contribution is due to the gauge interactions, 0, • 0 . 
*s a sua of squares the scalar potential (3.1.21) is positive seai-
definite, V(A,A ) >. 0. Supersyaaetry is left unbroken if and only if 
the scalar potential vanishes at its absolute minimi*, i.e. <0|V(A,A )|0> 
- V(<0|A|0>, <0|Af|o>) - 0. On the contrary, the inequality <OiV(A,Af)|0> 
- V(<0|A|0>, <0)A )0>) > 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
supersyaaetry to be spontaneously broken. Thus a strictly positive value 
of the scalar potential is a clear indicator of the 3pc aneou» break
down of supersynaetry. 

According to Eq. (3.1.21), the exact realization «! supersyaaetry 
can only be achieved by the vanishing of the vacuus expectation values 
of all auxiliary fields, i.e. by <0|F.|0> - <0fp!j0> - 0 and <0|DJ0> - 0. 
In contrast to that, two classes of aecbanisms night be blaaed for break
ing supersyaaetry spontaneously at tree level: 

(1) O'Raifeartaigh aechanin» (P-breaking) 12.10,2.12) : The 
spontaneous SUSY breakdown originates in the Yukawa couplings of the 
chiral superfields, <0|F.|0> I 0, <0|F?|0> 10. 

(2) Fayet-Iliopoulos aechanis« (D-bre.tkina) 12 7). The spontaneous 
SUSY breakdown arises in the gauge sector of the theory, <0|0(!o> I 0. 

Nowaday« the main field of application of the concept of super-
syaaetry seeas to be superunified theories, SUSY GUTs. 
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III.2 Super sy«etric GUTs 

According to the statements in the previous subsection the maximal 
symmetry of supervynmetrie GUTs is represented by the direct product of 
the gauge group of an internal symmetry with a global (maybe extended) 
supers.ym.try. However, one of the experimentally best-established faces 
is the observation that the left- and right-handed fet«ions in the 
standard model constitute different representations of SU(3) C « SU(2). * 
* U(1) Y, i.e. the massless fermions of a given felicity transform accord
ing to a complex representation of the gauge group. On the other hand, 
an extended (M ^ 2) supersymmetry forces the massless fermions to build 
up real representations of the gauge group. For instance, in an (H * 2) 
supersymaetric theory to each fermion there is associated a so-called 
mirror fermion of opposite helicity carrying identical internal quantum 
numbers, i.e. the fermion representation is vector-like. Though is it not 
impossible to break the degeneracy between ordinary and mirror fermions 
without destroying the welcome features of (N - 2) supersymmetry, for 
the sake of simplicity the construction of (semi-) realistic grand uni
fied models has been restricted up to now to simple (H » 1) super symmetry. 
Thus the invariance structure of these supersymmetric CUT« reads GUT * 
* (H - 1) SUSY. Extended (N - I) supcrsymmetries may be relevant in their 
local version called supergiavity at energies of the order ot the Planck 
mass. In that case the globally (N - I) supersymnetric theory has to be 
regarded as the low-energy relic of a more fundamental extended super-
gravity theory. 

One of the outstanding problems of conventional GUTs is the so-called 
(gauge) hierarchy problem, arisen by the existence (or rather maintenance) 
of (at least) two vastly different mass scales in the theory, viz. m. 
and a^, •*•./•. * *0 << I . Now, the motivation for building super-
symmetric GUTs is that super symmetry provides an explanation for the 
hierarchy problem, which in some sense can be called natural. There exist 
in literature at least two different definitions of or criterions for the 
naturalness ot the relative smallness of a parameter of the theory: 

(•) (A more precis' formulation of the hierarchy problem will be given 
below.) 

http://supers.ym.try
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(a) naturalness a la *t Hoofc (9.3J: The vanishing of the small 
parameter results in an additional symmetry of the theory. Thus this 
enlarged symmetry protects the smaliness ot the parameter, since in 
order to obtain a non-zero value of that parameter one has to put up 
with symmetry breakdown. Accordingly the smallness of the parameter has 
to persist throughout a finite range of parameter values. This forbids 
to enforce that smallness by a fine adjustment of certain parameters. 
Consequently, all those dimensionful parameters which are small compared 
to the natural mass scale of the theory have to be of dynamical origin. 

(b) naturalness i la Veltman 19.4J: Whenever a parameter in the 
theory is subject to radiecive corrections, the magnitude of these 
radiative corrections is restricted to be smaller than the actually 
observed value of that parameter. Otherwise the smallness of the para-* 
meter under consideration can only be maintained by a fine tuning of the 
tree level result on the one hand and the radiative corrections on the 
other hand. 

The main obstacle one encounters when requiring in the course of 
model building naturalness for all in some sense small parameters is 
represented by the quadratic mass renormalization of scalar bosons: In 
the framework of quantum field theory the mass m. of elementary scalar 
bosons (in the following generically denoted by A) receives in higher 
orders of perturbation theory quadratically divergent radiative correc
tions. In one-loop approximation the typical expression for this self-
energy contribution reads 

*"A " CA , 2 A* ' (32 I) 

where g denotes a dimensionless gauge or Yukawa coupling constant, A is 
the momentum cut-off, and C. stands for a model-dependent numerical con
stant of order unity. In contrast to that, ferraion masses m_, which 
control the chiral symmetries of the theory, experience only logarith
mically divergent radiative corrections 

6*f - C F g 2 ay l o g £ . (3.2.2) 
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Here C_ is again a model-dependent numerical constant of order unity. In 
a theory containing a natural mass scale, like the GUT mass BL. K 0(IOI>*)CeV 
or the Planck mass •_. :- l/«̂ L - • -221-1019 GeV defined by Newton's 
constant G„, the quadratically divergent radiative corrections (3.2.1) 
tend to renomalize the masses of elementary scalar bosons (e.g. the aass 
of the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg Higgs boson, which is assused to be light) 
towards that natural aass scale. (Recall that boson masses are not 
protected by any chiral symmetry.) In this way the natural mass scale 
establishes the actual upper bound on the validity range of the low-
energy theory, i.e. acts ** an effective ultraviolet cut-off. There is 
no reason to regard these unnatural large but nevertheless finite radiative 
corrections as not serious and to eliminate them by the renormalization 
procedure. That instability of light scalar masses against radiative 
corrections in the presence of a heavy mass scale is what is precisely 
meant by the term "hierarchy problem". 

In the framework of a perturbative field theory describing solely 
renormalizable interactions, quadratically divergent integrations over 
internal momenta can arise only in one- and two-point Green's functions 
of scalar fields. However, the contributions of boson and fermion loops 
to these Green's functions differ in sign, bringing thereby the mutual 
cancellation of boson and fermion contributions into the range of possi
bility. This is exactly what happens in supersymmetric theories. The 
requirement of supersymmetry restricts the numbers of scalar bosons, 
pseudoscalar bosons, fermions, and vector bosons contained in the theory, 
their masses, a% well as the types and strengths of their interactions 
thus far that the virtual boson And termjon exchange contributions are 
of exactly the same magnitude but of opposite sign. Thus in supersynmetric 
quantum field theories the contributions of boson and fermion loops to 
the quadratically divergent parts of all radiative corrections add up to 
zero order by order in the loop expansion [2.3,2.4,2.6,2.11,2.16] Exact
ly supersymetric theories arc completely free of quadratic divergences. 
This statement is part of the non-renonnalization theorem valid for (simple) 
supersymnetric theories (2.4,2.16]. The non-renormalization theorem 
states that the parameters of the superpotential are not subject to any 
renorealization independent of the wave-function renormalization. The 
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high degree of symmetry of the theory due to Che Ferai-Bose invariance 
enforced by supersynaetry lessens the nuaber of divergences, entailing 
thereby a less diveigent high-energy behaviour of supersynnetric theories. 
As a consequence of that, a supersymaetrie theory can be »normalized 
with the aid of a single, logarithmically divergent wave-function re-
normalization constant common to all fields 12.3,2.4,2.6,2.11,2.16] as 
well as, in the case of a gauge theory, a likewise only logarithmically 
divergent »normalization of the gauge coupling constant (2.25). 

Reversely, considering the most general parity-conserving renormali-
zable quantum field theory of one Majorana fermion and an arbitrary 
number of scalar and pseudoscalar bosons (which contains the Uess-Zumino 
model (2.2,2.3) as a special case), the requirement of the absence of 
quadratic divergences unambiguously implies supersyametry for the theory, 
at least for all models with no more than two spin-zero fields [2.27]. 
The conditions for the cancellation of all quadiatir divergences up to 
second order in the loop expansion require the same number of scalar and 
pseudoscalar bosons in the theory and yield relations for masses and 
coupling constants which are identical to the ones obtained in a super-
symmetric theory. Consequently, the absence of quadratically divergent 
parts in all on«- and two-loop diagrams is equivalent to the supcrsymmetry 
of the model. Since in a supersymmetric theory higher orders do not 
generate any new quadratic divergences [2.10,2.20], the validity of this 
conclusion extends to all orders of the loop expansion. 

The consequence of the arguments given above for the scalar boson 
self-mass is the following: The coefficient C. in the quadratic mass 
»normalization (3.2.1) is not strictly positive but receives contribu
tions opposite in sign from the exchange of virtual bosons and tensions. 
It vanishes identically in supersyonetric theories, C. • 0, so that 
scalar masses m. experience an at most logarithmically divergent re» 
normalitat ion, *§ is always the case for fermion masse* *_. 

Thus the concept of supersymmetry offers a possible solution to the 
technical aspect of the hierarchy probten, lc removes the obstacles one 
encounters when trying to maintain the pursued, perhaps at tree-level 
even imposed hierarchy of mass scales in higher orders of perturbation 
theory. Keeping the taass BL, of the Clashow-Salan-Wt>inb*rg lliggs boson R 
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at low energies, n^ » 0(«y), inquires in non-supersyametric theories an 
unnatural, incredibly accurate fine tuning between the bare value of n_ 
en the one hand and the radiative corrections it receives on the other 
hand. Otherwise, finite but extremely large contributions fron radiative 
corrections would renormalize a, to « point of the order of the GUT aaas 
a_ or the Planck «ass a_.. By way of the vacuus expectation value v of 
the standard-model Higgs doublet, the renormalization effects on ajj -
• 2Xv2, where X denotes the coupling constant of the quartic Higgs self-
interaction in the Higgs potential of the standard model 

V(H) • j aj H ? • ivH3 • j BH , (3.2.3) 

would be transfered to the masses of the SU(2) * U(l)_ gauge bosons, 
•y " g|A2/4. In fact, the theory would contain only a single aass scale, 
naaely just the natural mast scale of this theory. Consequently, there 
would also be only a single energy mcalf of spontaneous symmetry breaking: 
•L./BL. - 0(1) or «y/^pj ' 0(1)> The spontaneous breakdown of the SU(2), * 
x U(l) v symmetry would already take place at a high-energy scale. In 
contrast to these not very appealing prospects, supersynnetry allows to 
implement the concept of naturalness for the relative aasslessness of 
the standard Higgs boson, in the sense of the definition given by Veltsun, 
in the theory. 

Of course, supersymmetry i« not the only possibility to get hold of 
the hierarchy problea. The nose promising aaong the alternatives in this 
connection is the aechanisn of dynamical symmetry breaking. The idea is 
to dispense with eleaentary Higgs bosons at all, replacing them by com
posite scalar fields. Vacuum condensates <0JF F|0> * 0 of new heavy 
feraions, so-called "technifcraiona", take the place of the vacuus« 
expectation values of light eleaentary scalar bosons. These vacuus) 
condensates induce the spontaneous syaaetry breaking dynamically, by 
analogy to the dynamical breaking of the SU(3) * S u ( 3 > g vfmmKxJ o { <W > 

by the quark condensates 0 q q 0> • 0(A ?) (q • u,d,s), where A is the 
QCO scale parameter, A - ibO HeV. However, up to now all proposed "techni-
colour" and "hypercolour" model« of that kind face a large number of 
phenomenological troubles. 
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Of course, supersymmetry cannot be an exact symmetry of a realistic 
theory. Among other things, unbroken supersymmetry would necessitate the 
degeneracy m_ - m_ of the masses of the bosonic and f ermionic component 
fields belonging to one and the same supermultiplet. However, there is 
no experimental evidence for this. Up to nov not a single pair of super-
partners has been identified- Thus the absence n{ superpartners of the 
known particles in the experimentally observed particle spectrum indicates 
that supergymmetry, if realized at all, has to be broken in soae way or 
other. This supersymmetry breaking gives rise to the mass splitting & :• 
:• jm̂  - m 2! between the bosons and fermions in a superroultiplet, spoiling 
thereby the perfect cancellation of boson and fermion loops. As a con
sequence of the now incomplete cancellations between bosonic and fermionic 
contributions to the scalar self-mass (a*, the Higgs mass m». suffers a 
finite renormalization of the order of magnitude 

e 2 

6m2 - <><-*—) A . (3.2.4) 
^ I6w2 

A priori, there is no reason which forbids this mass correction to accept 
sizable values. Consequently, in order not to endanger the hierarchy of 
the two so vastly different mass scales OL. and m_ to be destroyed by 
radiative corrections, the residual contribution to the light Higgs 
boson mass has to be bounded from above by 

C. -I 
6m2 < a* - H-j-) < (348 CeV) 2 (X < I) . (3.2.5) 

Accordingly, tor a given value of the generic coupling constant g, the 
mass splitting a cannot be made arbitrarily large but hat to be subjected 
to the restriction 

A < 0(-!^_) m 2 * 0(1 TeV2) , (3.2.6) 
" f 2 -H 

if g is specified to be s gauge coupling constant. Therefore, the break* 
down of supersyametry is expected to take place at a mass scale m_ of 
the approximate order of magnitude a_ • 0(1 TeV), which is roughly com-
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parable to the mass scale UL, of the breakdown of the electroweak gauge 
symmetry SU(2). * U(l) v. The supersymmetric counterparts of the known 
particles ought to be found in an energy range around or slightly below 
I TeV. 

Summarizing, a supersymnetric GUT contains at least three stages of 
symmetry breaking related to the three mass scales BL, < m « m^. The 
associated pattern of symmetry breaking schematically read« 

GUT * SUSY • SU(3)_ * SU(2). * U(l) ¥ * SUST 
* (3.2.7) 

— SD(3) C * SU(2) L * U(l) y — • SU(3) C * U(I) Q 

Note, however, that at no point in the preceding discussion the possibility 
has been precluded that the Glashov-Salam-Weinberg model breaking at m^ 
and Che supersymmetry breaking at m might be traced back to a common on'gi 

According to the way the necessary supersymmetry breakdown is 
triggered, one distinguishes Che following types of breaking mechanisms, 
which lead Co classes of supersymmetric models differing in some technical 
aspects: 

(J) Spontaneous symmetry breaking; The supersymmetry breaking is 
accompanied by the appearance of a massless Goldstone fermion. 

(a) F-breaking (O'Raifeartaigh mechanism) [2.10,2.12]: The Goldstone 
fermion belongs to a chiral supermultiplet transforming as a singlet 
under the gauge group. 

(b) D-brcaking (Fayet-Iliopoulos mechanism) I2.7J: The Goldstone 
fermion belongs to a vector supermultiplet representing the gauge super
multiplet of a fundamental U(l) factor of the gauge group. Consequently, 
this possibility is not available in supersyauetric GUTs based on semi-
simple gauge groups. 

(c) Dynamical symmetry breaking by non-perturbative effects [3.1): 
The Goldstone fermion is generated by a bound state. 

(2) Explicit symmetry preakitig: This possibility might arise as low-
energy phenomenon of a more complete supergravity theory invariant under 
local supersynmetry. An example for this mechanism would be mass terms 
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for the unobserved superpartners of the known paitides, added to the 
aupersymmetric Lagrangian at will. 

If supersymmetry is broken dynamically - the particular non-per-
turbative mechanism provided by instantons of the GUT gauge group - the 
order of magnitude of the suss splitting 6 can be related to the GUT 
suss scale m~ qualitatively by (3.1] A t •* exp(- 2w/a). It is possible 
to obtain a value for the boson-fermion suss difference A which is im 
reasonable agreement with the previous estimate. 

Evidently, no matter in what way the supersymoetry breaking ia achieved, 
in must not destroy the, compared to the general case, substantially 
softer ultraviolet behaviour of sv**rsymaetric quantum field theories. 
In particular, the SUSY breaking must no re-introduce quadratic divergences. 
In the case of spontaneously broken supersymmetry there arise no diffi
culties of that kind. Spontaneous supersymnetry breaking leaves the hard-
won cancellation of quadratic divergences by boson and fermion loop 
contributions of equal magnitude but opposite sign *% it stands. Some 
csre has to be taken, however, in the caae of explicit supersymmetry 
breaking by a sector of the Lagrangian which does not respect super-
symmetry. The undesirable re-introduction of quadratic divergences can 
only be avoided if the explicit supersymaetry breaking ie performed in 
a way which can be called soft, in a sense to be explained in an instant. 
Soft explicit supersymmetry breaking limits the mass dimension of the 
operators involved in this breaking thus far that these operators are 
not able to induce in higher orders quadratic divergences in the poten
tially dangerous tadpoles and propagators of scalar fields. This require
ment is fulfilled in the case of one-point Green's functions by operator« 
of dimension less than three, in the case of two-point Green's functions 
by operators of dimension less than four (2.19,2.24]. Accordingly, as far 
a» their role as a trigger of explicit cupersymmetry breaking is con
cerned, boson mass terms «?A2 have to be regarded as soft operstor« 
whereas already fermion mass terms a.** or cubic self-couplings uA* of 
scalar bosons do not fall into this category. Consequently, in order to 
ensure '.he absence of quadratic divergences in a renormalizable quantum 
field theory, it in sufficient to subject the coefficients of the operators 
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of dimension three and four in the Lagraugian to the constraints imposed 
by supersyaaetry. 

Hovever, this very severe restriction on the dimension of the 
operators involved in explicit supersyasetry breaking can be loosened 
somewhat due to the following observation [2.24]: Honvanishing tadpoles 
can make their appearance only for those scalar fields which tranafor» 
as singlets with respect to all unbroken internal symmetries. Otherwise, 
acting as vacuus expectation values of scalar bosons* they would induce 
the spontaneous breaking of eome of the internal symmetries H«.nce, in 
the course of the construction of • supersymmetric model, the reward for 
dispensing with all those scalar fields which are neutral with respect 
to the low-energy symmetry group SUO) * SU(2) * U(1)_ is to have the 

C L T 
option at one's disposal, to use for the explicit supersyametry breaking 
dimension-thtee operators without having to be afraid of evoking quadratic 
divergences again. Keeping this restriction in aind, an explicit super» 
symetry breaking is, in addition, a soft breaking exactly if it is 
caused by interaction terms of operator dimension two or three in the 
Lagrangian '2.24J. 

Thus, super syaae try offers no explanation of the origin of the 
tremendous smallness of the mass ratio Oy/»»- It serves, however, to 
stabilise this ratio against radiative corrections. In a supersyametric 
theory the infinite «normalization of scalar masses is replaced by a 
realistic mass splitting. For the sake of fairness, one must admit that 
the question, to what extent one should worry about the occurrence of 
quadratic divergences at all, has not yet been clarified but is still 
left open. There are argumenta, pointing out that in theories which can 
undergo dynamical symmetry breaking the problem of quadratic divergences 
is of no relevance [9.2]. 

The simplest supersyonetric GUT, based on the gauge group S0(5), 
has been proposed by Dimopoulos and Ceorgi 13.4], and Sakai (3.3]. This 
sodel is ainimal in the sense that it requires the smallest possible 
Higgs structure. In order to obtain a fairly realistic particle spectrum 
without enlarging the Higgs sector, it is unavoidable for the model to 
assume that supersymmetry is broken explicitly but softly at energies 
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«round I TeV. The predicted value of the Weinberg angle a, is uot it« the 
same spectacular agreement with experiment as is the case for non super-
symmetric minimal SU(5) but is quite reasonable. 

III.3 Baryon Number Violation in Supersymraetric GUTs 

In conventional, non-supersymmetric GUTs proton decay, when viewed 
at quark level, proceeds via tree-level diagrams generated by exchange 
of superheavy gauge bosons of mass m-. Thence, the resulting proton life
time t scales with the fourth power of the superheavy gauge boson mass. 

In supersymmetric GJTs the rate of approach, for increasing momentum 
transfer, of the running gauge coupling constants of the standard model 
is slowed down due to the contributions of additional degrees of freedom, 
represented by the supersynmetric counterpart of the light (i.e. not 
superheavy) particle content of the theory, to the «normalization group 
equations for these effective coupling constants Accordingly, it is a 
common observation in SUSY GUTs that the contributions of the superpartners 
of the known particles to the various beta functions cause a tendency to 
enlarge the grand unification mass scale m^ [3.3,6.2]. Including two-loop 
effects one finds, for instance, in the minimal supersymmetric SU(5) 
model [6.A] 

"X 3 6 , , ° 1 6 ^ ß • (3.3.1) 

That means that supersymmetry pushes up the GUT mass m_ by nearly two 
orders of magnitude, m ^ S U S Y > / m ^ G Ü T ) » 40 (cf. Eq. (2.1.6)). Remembering 
the fourth power of m^ in the formula (2.2.44) for the proton lifetime, 
one is therefore inclined to conclude that supersymmetric proton decay 
is suppressed to a rate far beyond experimental reach and thus degraded 
to absolute irrelevance. 

However, this conclusion is (at experimentalists hoping to get a 
signal would say, fortunately) precipitate and misleading for the follow
ing reason. In supersynsnetric GUTs the supersymmetric counterpart of the 
particle content of conventional GUTs permits the existence of effective 
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baryon and lepton number violating operators of dimension less than six 
16.1,6.2,6.5,6.8]. There are operator* of dimension five, accompanied 
in the effective Lagrangian by a coefficient of the order 0(l/«O. Thence, 
the lifetime T for proton decay controlled by these operator» is pro
portional to m£, T » 0(m*). Furthermore, there exist even operator* of 
dimension four, not suppressed by inverse powers of a superheavy mast 
scale at all, leading thereby to a proton lifetime disastrously short. 
The lowest possible dimension of effective operators of that kind is 
four since the violation of baryon number without destroying simultaneously 
the SU(3) r gauge invariance of the theory requires a product of at least 
three fields carrying non-vanishing colour; the supersymmetric component 
of this product has Chen at least dimes ion four [6.1]. 

In a realistic SU(3> C • SD(2) L « U(l) y « SUSY invariant effective 
low-energy gauge theory the minimal set of chiral supermultiplets con
sists of the 3uperfields [6.1,6.2,6.5,6.8] 

•) Superfield» (2.5,2.8,2.13,2.14) summarize a finite number of boson and 
fermion fields in one single object transforming linearly but, in general, 
reducibly under super syrmretry transformations. By imposing certain con
straints, they can be »-»«tricted to irreducible SUSY representations, 
describing then, for instance, the chiral or the vector supermultiplet. 
The use of superfields considerably simplifies the construction of 
•upersynnetric models as well as the discussion of the internal symme
tries of these theories. A remarkable feature of superfields is the 
behaviour of their highest-dimensional component field under SUSY trans
formations. The highest component, e.g. the "F component" of a chiral 
superfield or the "0 component" of a vector superfield, is always trans
formed into a total space-tin« derivative, the space-rime integral of 
which is usually assumed to vanish. Thus the space-time integral of the 
highest component is invariant under SUSY transformations 
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Super field Sü(3) c SU(2) L T 8 L 

\ 3 2 1/6 1/3 0 

°E 3 1 2/3 i/3 0 

DI 3 1 - 1/3 1/3 0 

h 1 2 - 1/2 0 1 

BE I 1 - 1 0 1 

\ 1 2 1/2 0 0 

"t I 2 - 1/2 0 0 

(Giving masseb to both Q • 2/3 and Q - - 1/3 quarks necessitates a minimum 
of two Higgs doublets in supersynoetric models.) As has been done for 
ordinary GUTs in Subsection II.2, one can now classify the types of 
S'J(3)_ * SL'(2) » U(l) invariant super sytmnetric effective operators 
violating baryon number conservation, thus (potentially) mediating proton 
decay. Those operators which are composed by superfields taken exclusively 
fro« the minimal set are given for the operator dimensions four through 
six by (6.1,6.2,6.5,6.8] 

Dimension Operator AB AL 

* <°R DR DR>P 1 0 

«>L \ DR>D 1 0 

5 . <«L *L \ V f 1 - 1 
(UK U» DR V f 1 - 1 

«L QL \ Vf 0 

6 % h QL VD 1 - 1 

<«L QL h V D - 1 
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Here cht* generation structure has been completely suppressed In order 
to form SU(3) and Sl)(2) singlets, resp., the operators have to be «nti-
gymmetrized with respect to their colour indices, and their SU(2) 
indices have to be contracteü in an obvious manner. Furthermore, there 
exists an unlimited number of higher-dimensional effective operators 
sharing the features specified above [6.8]. 

Dimension-four operators certainly and dimension-five operators 
possibly cause protons to decay with a lifetime by far too short for a 
model incorporating these operators to be phenomenologically acceptable. 
It is, however, a simple cask to exorcise these operators, evoked by the 
superpartners of the particles in a conventional GUT, by imposing an 
additional invariance requirement on the model, which forbids these 
operators. There is no lack of symmetry postulates which can serve a« a 
tool for eliminating any subset of the potentially dangerous B violating 
operators of dimension four or five: 

(a) a discrete multiplicative parity-like reflection symmetry [3.3, 
3.4,6.1,6.2,6.5,6.8]; 

(b) R invariance [6.1,6.8]; 
(c) a global U(l) symmetry, like e.g. pentality in 5U(5) (6.1]; 
(d) an additional factor of the low-energy gauge group, like a 

local 0(1) symmetry [2.7,6.5,6.3]. 
On the other hand, there is no need to introduce just for this pur

pose an additional symmetry, for which otherwise there would be no 
necessity. In a supersymmetric theory, in order to remove an undesirable 
operator totally from the theory, it is sufficient to require the vanish' 
ing of the corresponding operator coefficient in the effective Lagrangian 
only at tree-level. The non-reoormaliration theorem valid for super-
symmecric quantum field theories will preserve the situation to all 
orders of perturbation theory and will guarantee that these operator* 
ar» not re-introduced by radiative corrections (2.3,2.4,2.6,2.16). 

Beyond doubt, all renoraatizable baryon number violating interactions, 
as represented by the dimension-four operators, have to be eliminated 
fron a successful mode) at any rate. On the contrary, dimension-five 
operators can be retained in the model without causing any conflict with 
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experiment. Exactly this situation is realized without any further diffi
culties in the minimal SU(5) model of Dimopoulos, C«K rgi and Sakai (DCS) 
13.3.3.4J. 

Aaong the particle spectrum of this theory chere are two chiral Higgs 
superaultiplets H and H', transforming according to the fundamental re
presentations 5 and 5 of SU(5). reap., H ">• 5 and H' ^ 5 In a super-
symmetric theory the Yukawa coupling FFH of a Higgs superfield H to two 
matter superfields F describes not only the ordinary Yukawa coupling 
ffH of a Higgs boson H 2'A- to two fcrmions f = * f (Fig. 3.a) but, a* a 
consequence of che Bose-Ferai invariance of the theory, necessarily also 
the coupling frf(sf) of the Higgs feraion H 5 •„ to a fennion f and a 
scalar fennion sf = A^ (Fig. 3.b), as well as the scalar coupling (sf)(sf)H 
of the Higgs boson H to two scalar fermions sf (Fig. 3.c). This fact 
enables the Yukawa couplings 

^ " -<T Cabcde *ab Hc \ *de * * *ab »a % V P * h c ' ° ' 3 - 2 ) 

(a,b,....e • 1,2,...,5) 

of the two Higgs superfields H and H' of the DCS model to the matter 
superfieldt • ̂  5 and x ̂  10 contained in this model, via the mass mixing 
of the two Higgs superfields, to generate by exchange of a superheavy 
colour triplet Higgs boson H_ or its fermionic superpartner H„, both of 
the* of mass SL. » m£v * m, the bar yon number violating effective 
operators 

°i 5 > * <«L *L \ LL>P • 
(3.3.3) 

°i5) " % u« DR V r • 
The resulting interaction, of second order in the Yukawa coupling matrices 
h, and b_, between two ferreions f and two scalai terra on» sf, among which 
there has tc be just one particle carrying non-vanishing lepton number, 
is shown in Fig. 4. 
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The number of possible interaction tevms in the DCS model has been 
reduced by the requirement th<*t Higgs superfields should couple only to 
pairs of matter superfields [3.4], This constraint implies the fermion 
reflection symmetry (6.2,6-5,6.81 F - - F (P - Q L « U

R » D
R » L

L « E
R > o f t h* 

model, i.e. the invariance of the theory undei a simultaneous change of 
sign of all quark and lepton superfields. As a consequence, the baryon 
number violating but lepton number conserving effective operators 
(UR DR Vp* (QL \ V D * a n d <QL \ QL V F * *11 °f t h e m c o n t a i n i n* *n 

odd number of matter superfields, are precluded from this model. Thus 
the menace of « catastrophic proton decay rat« due to the appearance of 
dimension-four operators is indeed averted; only the dimension-five 
operators (3.3.3) are generated. Note the chirality structure of theae 
two operators, symbolically indicated by 0. i (L L L L) and °i ' 
*v (R R R R), reflecting, of course, nothing else but their SU(2). content, 
at well as the selection rule AB • AL respected by them, proclaiming 
(B-L) to be a conserved quantum number even in super symmetric proton 
decay. 

In case of all momenta of the external field» being small compared 
to the Higgs mass DL, , the tree-graphs in Fig. 4 reduce to a local 

"X dimension-five operator of the form G (sf)(sf)(f)(f), as depicted in Pig. ' 
The effective coupling constant G g of this tvo-fermion-tvo-sfermion inter
action is found to be of order G_ - 0(1/m„ ), either due to a fermion 
propagator remnant I/SL, , 

SP(P) - T ~ -3T* — - (3.3.4) v» - r~^ T** -7 
(Fig. 4.b), or as product of a boson propagator remnant l/o£ , 

^ X 

A-(P) • ZJT"1-. (3-3.5) 
F

 P 2- .2 r° mj 
^ X ^ X 

with a two~«fennion~ (Higgs boson) Yukawa coupling as in Fig. 3.c of the 
order of magnitude 0(OL. ) (Fig. 4.a). 
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However, for these dimension-five operators to be able to take place 
in proton decay, the two scalar tensions ef have to be converted into 
ordinary tensions f. This conversion is achieved by exchanging between 
the two sfemions one of the supersymmetric partners of the gauge bosons 
of the low-energy standard model gauge group SU(3)_ « Sl)(2) * (/(!)»» 
i.e. a gluino g ? X , a wino w ? iL,, or a biao B = A . Dressed by a gauge 
tension exchange involving • tupersymmetry-breaking Majorana mass tens 
providing the necessary chirality flip» the dimension-fiv* interaction 
gives rise to the one-loop diagraa indicated in Fig 6. In this way an 
effective B and L violating four-fermion operator 

^ (f)(f)(f)(f) 
X 

•ediating proton decay is generated (X • V.B.g). 
At this point a closet inspection reveals that because of the colour 

anti-synnetrization implicit in Eq. (3.3.3) the four-fenoion operators 
Og involving only right-handed fields are precluded from taking part 
in proton decay on kinematical ground« [6.4]. The anti-syametrization of 
the SU(3)C indices forces one of the Q • 2/3 superfields U in 0* ' to 

be at least a c quark superfield since otherwise the operator OJ^) would 
vanish identically. However, all right-handed fields being SU(2), singlets, 
'he gauge tension exchange producing a four-femion interaction can in-
volve only SU(2), singlet gauge tensions« i.e. a bino B or a gluino g. 
Thence, the flavour degree of freedom is left unchanged at the gauge 
vertices. The flavour structure of the resulting four-feraion operator 
is necessarily identical with the flavour structure of the dimension-five 
operator 0, . Thus the generated four-fermion interaction unavoidably 
contains a heavy Q - 2/3 quark. The energy balance then precludes the 
effective operator oi from proton decay. Consequently, only four-
fermion interactions between left-handed quark and lepton fields play a 
role in supersymmetric proton decay. 

Of course, one sight consider the above-sketched mechanism not as a 
particularly elegant procedure for causing proton decay. Nevertheless, 
in the supersymmetric CUT employed here the dimension-five operators 
(3.3.3) are not forbidden by any symmetry reasons. Indeed, the one-loop 
graph in Fig. 6 gives the dominant contribution to the proton decay rate. 
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IV. Prediction» 

IV.I Conventional Proton Decay 

There can be found in literature already a large number of more or 
less detailed investigations of the various partial aspects of proton 
decay in grand unified theories [5.1-5.59]. These treatments cover the 
question for the possible types of B and L violating bosons [1.6,5.6, 
1.15,1.29) and effective operators [5.6,5.7.5.17,5.19,5.41], the re-
normalization of these operators from their place of origin m_ down to 
their place of activity >L [5.1,5.7,5.9,5.19], the selection rules they 
respect [5.4,5.6,5.7,5.11,5.17,5.42,5.45,5.46], the relative importance 
of the various quark-level mechanisms (5.24,5.28,5.31,5.47,5.49,5.50, 
5.55,5.59], AS veil as the branching ratios and nucleon lifetimes to be 
expected in various grand unified models. All of the attempts to predict 
branching ratios or lifetimes, i.e. the relative or even absolute magni
tude of nucleon decay widths, differ in the methods they adopt to trans
late from a B violating interaction formulated in terms of quarks, which 
are subject to confinement, to the hadronic level, where the relevant 
decay matrix elements are evaluated According to their underlying hadronic 
model the various approaches can be classified as follows: 

(i) Nonrelativistic quark model: Supported by certain parton model 
ideas the possible quark-Iepton processes (1.2) through (1.4) are weighted 
by static SU(6) symmetric spin-flavour wave functions for the quarks in
side the baryon in the initial state as well as inside the meson in the 
final state (when considering exclusive decay channels at all) (5.1-5.5, 
5.13,5.18,5.20,5.22,5. 26,5.30,5.33,1».40,5.43, 5.44,5.49,5. 53-5.55]. 

(ii) Bag model: The HIT bag model (9.1) is used for an estimation 
of the diquark or triquark overlap in the initial nucleon bag and the 
quark-antiquark overlap in the final state meson bag [5.10,5.12,5.16, 
5.38,5.47,5.50,5.51]. 

(iii) Bethe-Salpetcr amplitude«: The employment of a Bethe-Salpeter 
model allocs for a fully relativistic covariant treatment of proton decay; 
SU(6) symmetry breaking effects can be taken into account not only in 
phase *p»ce but even in cite matrix elements [5.24,5.28,5.56-5.59]. 
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(iv) QCD sum rules: A Russian group tvits to extract the absoluta 
magnitude of Che baryon-to-vacuum matrix eleraent <0jqqqj3> of the product 
of three quark fields from QCD sua rules (Vi!,5.48]. 

(v) Relativistic quark models: Other authors employ relativistic, 
field-theoretic quark models in order to improve the approximations in
herent *o the static limit of the nonrelativistic SU(6) quark model 
15.32,5.351. 

(vi) Chiral Lagrangians: The latest Approach to proton decay relies 
on the derivation of a phenomenological, SU(3). * SU(3)_ invariant, B and 
L violating Lagrangian for baryons, leptons, and pseudoscalar mesons. 
The pseudoscalar mesons are identified with the pseudo-Golds tone boson« 
associated with the symmetry breaking of SU(3) » SU(3) R &om to vector
like SU(3) y [5.36]. 

The remainder of this subsection should be regarded as a condensed 
survey of the results of the numerous calculations mentioned above, 

(a) Table 1 contains all published exclusive branching ratios 

r(N •» tC • M) M _ _• .c • c • c 
—> *- , M • »,n.PtW,K,K , I - e ,v ,y ,v , 
T(N * 2-body) u 

for proton and bound neutron decay in SU(5). The discrepancy between the 
branching ratios obtained within Che nonrelativistic SU(6) quark model 
and the bag-model calculations performed by Donoghue [5.12] and Golowich 
[5.I6J is due to a not quite justified suppression of the pionic decay 
channels N -» 1 • » by a form factor introduced by these authors more or 
less at will, which has its main effects on the pionic decay modes (com
pare foocnoce I of Ref. (5.22] on Chat point). This discrepancy disappears 
completely when dispensing with this for» factor [5.29]. 

The estimated errors of these computations quoted in each case by 
their authors, if at all, are characteristic of che specific method 
employed in order to evaluate hadronic matrix elements and of the 
assumptions and approximations inherent to this method. Rather than these 
errors, the proper measure of the uncertainties of all branching ratio 
predictions is, in our opinion, the range covered, decay mode by decay 
mode, by the sets of branching ratios in their entirety. Taking inCo 
account the different reliability of the various calculations, these 
ranges have been esrimated for Table 2. 



(b) Some few authors only estimate the seni inclusive branching 
ratios 

T(H -• l C • t ) 
a . ,c » c • c 

f^lJJ) ' h - n». e . 1 - e ,ve ,y ,vu . 

Their results are suomarized in Table 3; the numbers are mainly deter
mined by the value of the CUT parameter r in Eq. (2.2.30) and to a far 
less extent by quark dynaai.cs. 

(c) The ratios T h of bound neutron versus proton lifetimes for 
n p 

SU(5) in Table 4, if not quoted by the authors themselves, are obtain«« 

from the pionic branching ratios B(H -» e • w) via the relation 

I» . r t o t ( | > ) . T(p •>• e* • w°) B(n > e* • i") 1 B(n * e* • «") 
T p r t o t ( n ) T(n - e* • Ö B(p - «* • v°) 2 B(p • e* • ir°) 

(4.1.1» 

Eq. (4.1.1) is a consequence of the isospin relation f(n -• e • t ) • 
- 2T(p •* e • *°) following from the fact that the operators (2.2.19) 
and (2.2.20) form doublets with respect to strong isospin [5.7]. The 
lifetime ratios cover roughly the rang« 

T 
0 . 8 < - < I.I (SU(5)) . (4.1.2) 

Among others, this ratio might be used as a mean for identifying the CHT 
realized in nature. However, for the time being the broad spread in Eq. 
(4.1.2), which will persist as long as there is no more detailed know
ledge of the mechanisms leading to quark confinement at one's disposal, 
renders this impossible. Scanning the distribution of numerical values 
in Table 4, one eight conclude very tentatively that in the case of SU(S) 
the proton lifetime is slightly larger than that of the bound neutron» 
T 7 t « I (SU(5)). n p 

(d) A further, more stringent effect resulting from the lack of 

knowledge of the correct description of hadrons as bound states of quarks 

and anti-quarks ein be found in thf absolute values of the total nucleoli 

decay widths. The spread of the minimal~SU(5) results for the protos 

http://dynaai.cs
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lifetime T , usually parametrized according to 

T - a < * ) (4 .1.3) 
P P „ i t c v 

amounts Co nearly two orders of magnitude (1.21.1.26,1.31,1.32,1.34,1.35, 
5.5«]: 

0.2 <_ £ — £ 1 * (SD(5)) . (4.1.4) 
I0 2 8 yr 

According to the almost exact linear relationship [1.21] at - 1.5-10* 5 Arg, 
the nowadays commonly accepted value of the QCD scale parameter, A-r • 
- 160 MeV, corresponds t o a value of the GUT «ass scale of a - 2.4«I0 1* 
GeV. This value constrains the proton l ifetime T via Eq. (4.1.4) to the 
range 

T 
0.5 <. E _ < 4 6 (SU(5)) , (4.1.5) 

I 0 2 5 yr 

provoking thereby, in spite of a l l of the uncertainties entering these 
estimates [5 .13 ,5 .21] , a serious conflict with the experimental lower 
bound [9.5] T K 8* I0 3 0 yr. Of course, bad news for minimal SU(5) i f 

P,exp 
not even for a l l great-desert GVFs. (Compare, however, the discussion by 
Langacker on that point [1 .26,1 .31,1 .32] . ) 

IV.2 Supersymetric Proton Decay 

As has been discussed in Subsection I I I . 3 , proton decay in super-
synmetric grand unified theories arises from Higgs boson or Higgs feraion 
exchange, which has gained its relevance only I r the existence of the 
superpartners of quarks and leptons. The Yukawa couplings of Higgs super-
f ie lds to matter superfield», l ike e g . in Eq. (3 .3 .2 ) , are proportional 
to the masses of the involved quarks, favouring rhus s ignif icantly, v i s . 
according to a del icate interplay of the ratio of current quark masses 
m In. * 20 and the Cabibbo angle cot 8 - 4 .3 , proton decay into heavy 

S O L. 
quarks (6.4], Consequently, one expects in supersynaetric CUTs a distinct 
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dominance of nucleon decays into strange final states, i.e. H -* v.C • K 
(t - r.u.e) and N • t • K (( - u,e) [6.»2.6 17]. This dominance of 
strange decay nodes is wiped out neither by small fermionic mixing angles 
nor by the different orders of magnitude of the phenomenological baryon-
meson couplings [6.17], The decay mode p • e • w°, dominant in con
ventional SU(5), is suppressed by some orders of magnitude in super-
symmetric S0(5). 

IV.3 Experimental Situation 

Currently a large number of experiments dedicated to the investiga
tion of nucleon (in)stability is at various stages of realization. These 
experiments, distributed all over the world, can be classified according 
to two different approaches: calorimeter and Cerenkov detectors. However, 
up to now only the four experiments briefly characterized in Table 5 have 
yielded published results 18.1-8.7]. An Indo-Japanese group operating a 
calorimeter detector in the Kolar Gold fields (KGF) in South India reports 
six unusual events fulfilling all of the necessary selection criteria in 
order to be accepted as nucleon decay candidates [8.1,3.2]. Three of these 
events are, however, only partially confined (p.c.) to the detector 
volume, i.e. at least one particle track enters or leaves the detector. 
The most probable interpretations of these possible nucleon decay candi
dates are 

Decay mode Ref. 

n •* e • • (p.c.) (8.1] 

P * e • p (p.c.) 

p * e* • w° 18.2] 

p -» e • « (p-c<) 

p •• v • s 
• n -» e • * 
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The Nucleon Stability Experiment (KUSEX) in the nont Blanc tunnel has 
recorded an event fully contained in the detector volume, which can be 
interpreted as due to a neutrino interaction only with great difficulties. 
Therefore, this event is tentatively identified as proton decay candidate 
p •*• u • K 18.3]. The lower bounds on the partial nucleon lifetimes 

t(M • f c • M) — 5- (4.3.1) 
T(» * r * H} B(H * t • H) 

obtained by the groups characterised in Table 5 are reproduced in Table 6. 
At present- the best value is quoted by the ^Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven 
(1MB) collaboration running a Cerenkov detector in a salt mine east of 
Cleveland, Ohio, 

r(p -> •* • *°) > 2«I0 3 2 yr . (4.3.2) 

The translation of this figure into a total 1ifetin* t is, of course, 
model-dependent. For a branching ratio of B(p -»• e • «°) a <*OX, taken 
froc conventional SU(5), Eq. (4.3.2) corresponds to a lower bound on the 
proton lifetime of t > 8*10 3 1 yr, which would essentially rule out the 

P minimal conventional SU(5) model (cf. Eq. (4.1.5)). The ultiiate upper 
limit on the experimentally accessible range of the proton lifetime is 
set by the background of interactions of high-energy atmospheric neutrinos, 
i.e. neutrinos emitted in the decay of high-energy pions or kaons which 
are produced in the collision of cosmic rays with earth's atmosphere. A 
rough estimate for this upper limit is T * (0.5 - 1)*10 3 3 yr. The precise 
number sensitively depends on the energy resolution of the detector as 
well ss on the losses of identifiable nucleon decay events due to ab
sorption and scattering of the mesons produced in the decay within the 
oucleus. 
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V. Summary 

la the preceding sect ions the basic ideas of grand unified theories 
as well »a the main aspects of baryon number violation within that kind 
of theories have been reviewed without descending too auch to particulars 
valid only under certain circumstances. 

The simplest of all proposed grand unified theories, representing 
the most straightforward unification of the standard model SU(3)_ » 
* SU(2) * U(I) Y, is the minimal SU(5) model, based on the assumption of 
a great desert from the weak scale su up to the grand unification scale n_. 
Unfortunately, minimal SU(5) is about to being ruled out by proton decay 
experiments demanding a somewhat larger unification mass scale than 
calculated by simple-minded extrapolation all over the desert region. 
It is hard to believe that the amazingly accurate prediction of the 
Weinberg angle a, in the minimal SU(5) model is purely accidental. How
ever, there is no lack of extensions and loopholes in order to fit the 
experimentally fixed lowet bound on the proton lifetime or to get an 
arbitrarily large theoretical prediction for the proton lifetime. 

A (hopefully convincing) reasoning in favour of the investigation 
of supersymmetry has been given despite of the lacking experimental 
evidence for its realization. There are, of course, some additional 
reasons, like the feature of supersynmetry of linking together particles 
of different spin, thus necessitating the existence of scalar bosons and 
connecting matter with radiation, as well as the hope to unify the standard 
model interactions and gravity with the help of local supersymmetry. 

It may quite well happen that the experiments dedicated to the 
investigation of proton instability reveal that protons as well as bound 
neutrons preferably decay into kaons, H * I • K. This observation would 
lead us to conclude that the coupling of the superheavy, B and L violating 
bosons, exchanged in nucleon decay, to pairs of fermions are proportional 
to the tension mass, in particular to the quark mass. Exactly this 
feature characterizes Yukawa couplings of Higgs bosons to fermions. How* 
ever, Higgs exchange is predominant only in supersynnetric proton decay 
In order to establish a similar situation in conventional CUTs, the 
»ma1Iness of the Yukawa coupling constants would have to be compensated 
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by a Higga mass smaller than the GUT mass scale OL by several ordera of 
magnitude. A large mass ratio like this would again call for super-
symmetry since only in supersymmetric quantum field theories it is 
possible to incorporate and maintain two vastly different mass scales. 
Thence, the experimental observation of the dominance of strange nucleon 
decay modes would not merely confirm the existence of baryon number 
violating interactions in itself but, furthermore, simultaneously give 
a clear hint at the actual realization of supersymmetry in one way or 
other in grand unified theories» perhaps even at the existence of elemen
tary Higgs bosons. 

Thus theory has made its statement, now we have to await the answer 
of che experiments currently looking for proton decay 
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Table I 

Compilation of the published results for the branching ratios 

r(W * 1 C • H) 
r(M - 2-body) 

for the two-body nucleon decay II • I • M in the ainiaal conventional 
SU(5) aodel. "HE" denotes the nonrelativist ic l i a i t of vanishing aoaentua 
of the emitted anti-quark, p • 0, "R" the r e l a t i v i s t i c l i a i t of vanishing 
aass a of that quark, "Rec" the recoi l aodel p/a - 3 /4 . 
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Decay «ode 

Branching ratio IX) 

Decay «ode Thomas, 
Mckeilar 
(NR) 

[5.55 J 

Tnoinaa, 
McKellar 
(NR, 
Hybrid) 
(5.55J 

Thomas, 
McKeilar 
(Chiral, 
Hybrid) 

1 
Tomozawa 

[5.57] 

Lucha, 
Streanitzer 

[5.58] 

p - • • * • 54 60 49 57 46.0 
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p -* m* tä 9.5 5.8 9.4 8.4 22 4 

e • p - w # » 22 24 19 23 !6.7 
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Table 2 

The approximate ranges of the most reliable results for the branching 
ratios 

rot > t c • H) 
r(H - 2-body) 

for tb« two-body proton decay p •• 1 • M in the minimal conventional 
SU(5) model. 

Decay mode Branching ratio [X] 

• o 31 - 43 

0 - 8 

2 - 1 8 

15 - 29 

II - 17 

I - 7 

1 - 20 

0 - I 
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Table 3 

Cotapilation of the published results for the serai-inclusive branching 
ratios 

r<H -• 1 • V 
r t « < " > 

for nucleon decay in the minimal conventional SU(S) model. X and X 
ns s 

denote inclusive haorooic final states with strangeness S • 0 and S » •!, 
reap. 1 

. s 
• f c - — mm 

6Z6 
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(Sea 
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fable 4 

Compilation of the published results for the ratio T /T of the nucleon 
n p 

lifetiaes in the minimal conventional SU(5) model. 

Authors Ref. T /T 
n p 

Jarlskog, Tndura: in (5.2] 1.2 
Hachacek 15.41 0.8 
Donoghue [5.12J 1.3 
Goldman, Ross (5.131 1.6 
Colovich 15.161 1.19 
Kane, Karl (HR) (5.201 1.10 
Kane, Karl (Rec) (5.201 0.91 
Kane, Karl (R) (5.20] 0.88 
Cavela et a l . (5.22] 1.0 
Toraozava (5.281 0.7 

Arisue (Couloab) (5.321 0.85 
Arisue (Bag) (5.321 0.93 
Rolnick (NR) 15.331 1.1 
Rolnick (Rec) (5.331 0 .9 
Rolnick (R) (5.331 0 .9 
Sanaa, Singh (5.341 0 .8 
Costa, Feruglio (NR) [5.401 1.12 

Costa, Feruglio (R) (5.401 0.89 
Hara (NR) 15.43] 1.13 
Bara (Rec) (5.43] 1.00 

Rara (R) (5.431 0.94 

Chang, Vu (Model I) 15.56] 1.98 

Chang, Vu (Model I D [5.56J 0.82 

Tomozava 15.57] 0.7 
Lucha, Stremnitzei 15.58] 0.87 
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Tabie 5 

The moat advanced proton decay experiments. 

Experiment Collaboration Location _ . Depth Man 
Spokaaparaon. r . ^ . j [ t ] 

Typ« Ref. 

KG? Tata-
Osaka* 
Tokyo 

Kolar 
Gold FitId« 
(India) 

S. Miyak« 7600 140 calorimeter, [b.l] 
proportional counters 

[8.2] 

Nl'SEX 

Soudan 

Fraecati-
Hi 1«no-
Tor ino-
CERN 

Argonne HL-
Minnesota 

Mont Blanc 
tunnel 

Soudan nine 
(Minnesota) 

S. Piorini 

M. Karahak 

5000 ISO calorimeter, 
streamer tub«! 

1800 31.5 calorimeter, 
proportional tuba« 

C8.3] 

(8.6) 

18.4] 

1MB Irvine-
Mi chigan-
Brookhavan NL 

Morcon-Thiokol 
aalt »ine 
Ohio 

t. Reine« 
J.C. van der 

Velde 

1570 6000 Serenkov, [8.5J 
photooultiplier 
tub«* 18.7] 
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Table 6 

Experiaental lower bounds on the partial nucleoli lifetime« 

x(H -> I • M) - n 

B(!l • t C • H) 
i)l in units of 1 0 " yr (90 Z c.l.) 

Decay »ode 

• o 
p •• c « 
p * «* K° 

• o 
P •* W » 

• 
P * v n 
P - / f° 

c • 
p •• v t 
p -*• v K 

Experiment 

KCF NUSEl 1MB 

2 1.5 20 

- - 3.1 

2 1.0 15 

- - 5.0 

2 3 2.6 

2 0.2 -

2 0.5 1.2 

o •» e i 2 1 . 5 

n * v C » ° - 0 .7 

o * v C K° - 0 . 5 0 . 8 
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Figure Captions 

Fig» I. The three mechanises on quark level by which the effective four-
feraion interaction G(qqql) can induce proton decay: 
(a) Two-quark annihilation: q + q - » q C + £ , 
(b) Three-quark fusion: q *q * q + l , 
(cj Quark decay: q -• q c • q c • i c. 

Fig. 2. The dependence of the running gauge coupling constanta o.(Q l), 
a 2(Q 2) and o,(Q2) of the standard model Su(3)c * SU(2>L * U(l ) T 

on the momentum transfer Q 2 in a grand unified theory without 
any intermediate aass scale iobetween the electroweak aaas 
acale m. and the GOT aass scale m_. 

Fig. 3. The components of the Yukawa coupling of a Higgs superfield to 
two aatter auperfielda: 
(a) the Yukawa coupling f fH, 
(b) the Higgsino-fermion-afermion coupling f H(sf), 
(c) the two-sfermion-Higga coupling (sf)(sf)H. 

Fig» 4. The baryon and lepton number violating two-feraion-two-efermion 
interactions mediated at tree-level ia second order of the 
Yu.-awa coupling constant h by exchange of 
(a) the superheavy colour triplet Rigga H_, or 
(b) its feraionic supersymnetric counterpart iL, 

Fig. S. The effective dimension-five operator Cs(sf)(af)(f)(f) obtained 
as the low-energy limit at. •* «• of the tree graph generated by 

* Riggs exchange in second order of the Yukawa coupling constant 
in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 6. The effective four-fermion operator Cg(f)(f>(f)(f) relevant for 

proton decay, generated via a one-loop diagiaii by the exchange 

of a gauge fennion. The cross represents a Majorana mass term 

flipping the chiral i ty of the gauge feraions, 
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